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CHAPTER 1 
1.0 Project Introduction 
1.1 Problem Definitions 
An Interactive Learning Package for Artificial Neural Netw rk ANN i the n 
of the learning packages that aid students especially in ANN. N waday hard f r 
them to find the uitable ANN l arning ftware r p ckage that c mpati 1 with 
their syllabu es in the clas . M tly it nly gi e th .ic d ripti n and 
demonstration with a little explanation .It will rnak th tud n ha 
m re understanding in ANN. esid ANN i al in 
c mputer science field. Thus hard f r th m t 
from be zinner interrn diate and exp ·rt I l in th Ii rary. And the ther 
connection i taking the articles r m th r internati n 11 in titute · thr u 1h th ib. 
The pos ibilitic. ar · mayb the in f rm ti n I ·tuil and mpl x, th· 
syJJabuses are not suitable no illu trati n and ra hi .al fi aur · that n nit 
student to learn. And in the I· the tu cnt an e 
clearly understand the lecturer' plan· ti 
situation and disturb th ir att 
whil in th le t h ll in l th • ir mplete It- .tu • n tt'.' t't -, 
if th · cannot 
t fl.t inp all •nti n 
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1.2 Project Oven-iew 
This is multimedia learning package designed for the tudents wh 1. ta in, ANN 
subjects in their course. It assists them in learning pr cc s and desi ed t nc ura 
them in the interactive approaches.Therefore multimedia technologies that had b n 
choose in this package consist all multimedia element likes anim ti n text graphic nd 
audio to generate more successful and exciting learning itu tions. 
The important factors to develop this learning package in the educati n s t m ar 
because currently many students are having the c n enti nal way t learn ANN ith 
lecturer supervi ed. The weaknes is ornetimes they cann t en ur 
to acquire what they want t explain s it i c nvenicnt and 1 impr . ·i e. It L 
becomes one of the government initiatives t upri in th edu ati n in th 
method to set up the u age of the inf rm ti n t hn I n nt in thi 
field. asiclly the student already have the fundamcnt I kn wledg • in in rm ti n 
technolo y they have ecn learn in the ch l and h me pr ca rer r th m t 
apply this package as one f their ay t I m ANN. B .side th 1 ectur ·r ill als et 
the advantage wh n th y h v the id d ft ar · t rpl; nuti n .si cs 
demonstration more undcrstandabk in th I ctur hall. 
difficulty in searching the A learning p cka e \ ill d 
more understand and concern d l! learn in m re 
this ucka , 
and the tu mt m · · 
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1.3 Project Aims 
I. To create an interactive and effective teaching in dern nstrati n and lcarni g t I t 
understand and promote ANN as an interesting subject. 
2 The package will also help create positive impacts n the I arning f subject 
often considered difficult among the students. 
3. To interrelate the enormous amount f facts and reactions in this subject with th 
concept of mechanism to ease them t learn with doing. 
4. The resulting outcome is important to encourage the tuden lectur rand ther 
to get in touch with ANN thus enhancing m re under tanding am ng th rn. 
5. This pr ject is also fully equipped with sufficient kn wle get guid and due te 
the students and thers with the implement tion that h w d in this 
order to practice and implement what th y ha b n I am in th ·ir daily 
technique . 
6. This package will e the one f the aricty learning p kag in th mark t and th 
us r will a let d the est selecti n. 
1.4 Project ScopcR 
The two modules discussed ha e am 
be making during the de elopment t en sur th • learnin ' po k: 
eral i II 
are suitable and n ces r th m. 
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1. Student 
Especially who are taking ANN as their major course in Artifici I 
Intelligent. It will be designed mainly to make them m re under randing 
from the basic level so in the dem nstrati n odulcs th y sh uld n t 
have a problem. With interesting way learning they can identify th 
functions and calculation for the demonstrations m re effective and f; t r. 
11. Lecturer 
Most of them sometimes cannot present w ll in the lecture hall thu with 
the aided package like this they will be able to give as an extr guidanc 
preparation for them to make the tudent clearly tain what th y try t 
explain with a Jot of formulas and example f dem nstrati n . 
1.5 Proiect Limitations 
The Interactive earning P ckag f r Artifi ial N ur: I rk i di id .d int t 
learning m dulc : learning m dulc and d m n trati n rn dule . A plain in the 
learning module before nly ft c pies ill b di 
demonstration module hich include 
in th 
t \! rk, 
Perceptron Network, Feed · rward "' urr ·nt 
Maps (SOM .ANN i , 
ntr ti n in th p k 
I W1 Ult.' limit ti ti." r tilt 'ul tr 
it V• ill limit th· un I •r:t m lin 1 lht :mbjt· 1 in dct 1il. 
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But, the specific demonstration and information will be given according to the sub topic 
above so they can understand details all particular topics. 
1.6 Project .Development Schedule 
A Bar chart or the other name is Gantt chart is an easy way t chcdulc ta k . It show 
who is responsible for each activity and when the activity is scheduled to egin and end. 
It is essentially a chart on which bars represent each task or activity als the length f 
each bar represents the relative lengths of the tasks. It can e generated aut matically 
from the database of project information using a project management t 1. 
'~· ~ I 
~i~~ 1;1 ~ '~l~~ :~: I' ,1' 
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1.5 Report Layout 
The main rationale of this project is to report in full the pr ces es and maj r cont nt , 
which will be included and involved in the development of the "Interactive earning 
Package for Artificial Neural Network". The report consists of several chapters. 
The first chapter is all about the project definition which gives an verview f th 
project. The problem definition project aims cope and limitations pr ~ect 
development schedule and report layout are pr vided. 
Literature Review is done in chapter two. Thi cti n rv • ri f cxplan ti n n topic 
researches and studied that are relevant t thi pr ject. Thi chapter als gi e a critical 
review of studies done in related field . xplanation ab ut the differ nt learning meth d 
and training algorithms will be focu ed and the dern nstrati n will e hewed. 
pecifically, it includes some studies in Artificial Intelli nc AI and A N as 11 a 
other AJ approaches relevant to this pr ~ ct. 
Chapter three is a chapter on method I gy. It de crib the pr ~c t de cl prncnt 
methodology used in this project It al a out the 1 ti nale f m nh d J 
approach. Further, the discus ion f th fan ·ti nul rcqui ·m ·ut; and n in 
functional requirement will inclu . E planuti ll\ 1b ut th· : le .tinn 
dev loprnent tool and U1 hnrdwt 
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Chapter four is on system analysis and design. It describes the steps taken to accornpli h 
this project. The waterfall model with prototyping is used as the development mod I. 
Further, the discussion of the preliminary design of the system, which i the flow chart, 
context diagram, data flow system and the user interface design is included. The 
statement of expected outcome during the process of testing is discussed. 
The last chapter is the reference section. Jn this section, the b ks and j urnals that i 
used for the research are listed.Futher, there are lists of websites that I have used t 
search the information that can be used for the further researches. 
7 
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CHAPTER TWO: 
LITERA TUTE REVIEW 
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CHAPTER2 
2.0 Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
Research and literature review were the critical tasks to be done in this part. ff rt to dig 
deeper for information about the system is very important. From that, the verview f 
the system can be seen. The materials below are concluded fi Bowing some cff rt uch . 
as studying and looking for the previous thesis on artificial neural n tw rk, artificial 
neural network references related to learning package dcvcl pm nt j umal regarding 
'artificial neural network and the collection of the articles fr m th intcrnati nal high r 
I i ~ 
institution that get it through the internet. The most imp rtant p int her j t hav an 
I 
understanding about what is ArtificiaJ Intelligence (AI) carried out. In thi pr ~ ct, ANN 
as the one of the Al approaches had een u eel and applied. 
As the world moves increasing! t ards a it i. m re 
lut-. t t .chn lo . It v ·11 nll ' · 1 th· stu lent t I mu ut th .ir v 11 spec I .1h ut th· 
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subject. The interactive learning system actually is the teaching basic for any subject 
concepts with the multimedia elements that will include all the hypermedia elements to 
encourage the students learn in the more effective and interactive ways. The syst m will 
include interactive activities which will provide immediate feedback t the stud nt n 
their progress. It is a test bed to show that how the learning sy tern and the hypcrmedi 
elements may be combined successfully to form a framew rk useful for any educational 
material. 
2.3 The Hypermedia element1o1 
The hypermedia systems are now de facto standard n er n c mput r and 
increasing number of interactive learning package .The hyp rm dia ide a 
graphical environment in which the student can practic and int ra l dir ·ct ith ubjc ·t 
without the lecturer supervised. The hypermedia i u ed enhance th p d g gy and f r 
incorporating different strategy into the c ur ewar de i n. The h p rm cdia mp n nt 
are accessed through the graphical user interface all wing them t b de cl p d 
independently. Incorporating multimedia y terns int I aming packa ie all w, th· us -r 
to easily navigate through the instructional uni r c ery dern n trati n. Additi nal u 'e 
of color, auditory and i ual clue u ·d hi ihli 1 t imp r1anl usr · ns, h 
hypermedia also consists in : gr hi ' I · · Is v ith le, is in I uu Ii , !if it 11 
vide imaa 
'I ii "m d ility 
I ·rt .xt, t 1 
nh in .s 1 rf u mun 't' I lh 
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system. The delivery platforms for any learning package are currently on a personal 
computer, this supports limited input from multiple channels. The current charm ls ar 
keyboard, mouse, microphone and video. The future implementation w uld b 
network and the Internet. 
Advantages of using multimedia objects for demonstrations in learning package ar 
including: 
1. The students can be used to gain more information especially in all the 
demonstrations that needed student participation in them re effective way . 
2. The hypermedia elements will help the studen like to 1 am m r ecau e the 
environments will give the encouragement for them. 
3. The use of multimedia objects during learning sessi n will enhance all 
can significantly increase the effectivene of u ing the learning packa re as an 
instructional tool in the class or at home. 
I } 
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2.4 Comparison of existine system 
2.4.1 System Titles: Kimia SPM Multimedia by Mind park Interactive 
[Online] http://www.mindsrark.eom.my/ 
2.4.1.1 System Descriptions 
This is a multimedia learning package for students who are taking Kirnia in PM [IJ· 
It provides a graphical environment in which the student can practice conceptual 
laboratory experiment and interact direct with e-tut rial and -n te . It m ine 
intelligent tutoring with multimedia ysterns for facilitating tudcnt t learn- -d in 
the experiment provided and it also allow the u er t 
instructional units. It also features: 
-attractive and easy to u e interface 
-virtual lab let the student conduct chemistry experiment u ing c rnputer 
-67 interactive experiments will help the tud nt t und r tand th • e cperimcnt 
ily navi , t thr ugh th 
steps effectively. 
-291 interesting graphics and 27 animati n t d cri c mp) x chemical 
reactions 
-17 video records on the real v rid cherni aJ rca ·ti n 
- human voices guide the tud nt t 
-tutorial ar p u. nml vi I · , I) m 1 I ·I, 
I l 
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-little content has been planned and written carefully by experience teacher 
-chemistry dictionary helps the student to understand the key words. 
2.4.1.2 Advantaees 
• It has the ability of incorporating multimedia objec into learning package 
components. It also emphasis the functional contents of chemistry experiment in 
terms of simulation processes, functionality and multimedia objects. 
• It supports classroom teaching and learning from textb oks. This could help to 
extend the knowledge by revision of tutorials and application new information. 
• The use of multimedia objects during tutorial pre entati n will enhance all 
aspects of the tutorial system and the pedagogy cont nts of the ylla u . It al 
combining multimedia objects excellently with mor c n tructi e t ls can 
significantly increase the effectivenes of using thi web ite an instruct] nal 
tool. 
2.4.2.l ystem Titles: pisodic Leamer Model the Adapti c Remote 
Tutor By Im Research 
[Online] Un
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2.4.2.1 System Description 
This is a multimedia model for the episodic learner l2J· With M-AR arc trying to 
make the benefits of our learning environment ELM-P available via W rid Wid W ib. 
This reduce a potential users requirement in hardware and software and let them ch c 
the time and place of their training more freely. It also features the Li p cour e and the 
user can see the system work by looking at this cour e. All they need is a HTML 
browser. Capable of dealing with forms frames and Java cripts. hey will complete 
course of the six lessons with all the text book material experimen exerci e and mini 
evaluator at their hand. The session can be contributed later with the ystern 
remembering their former interactions. 
2.5 Artificial Neural Network 
Artificial Neural Network is a system loosely m del d n the human brain. Artificial 
Neural Networks or Neural Netw rks can als ly d fined a lar e set f 
interconnected simple units which cxccut in parallel t p r rm a c mm n 11 al ta k. 
These units usually undergo a lcarnin 
parameters in response to a p ssibly 
hich aut maticall updat · 
ing input ·n ir nrncnt. The field • c · by 
many names, such as connectionism parallel di tri ut d pr 
natural intelligent systems, machine learning aJg rithm , and anif .iul n u al n .tv or s. 
It is an attempt t imulat ' ithin · I hurdwar · or 8 r hi:ti al<..· I :-; ft 11 • th· 
multiple lay rs f simpl P · in• ·1 ments inllc 11 .ur ns. ht h n uron i,· link· l 1 
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certain of its neighbors with varying coefficients of connectivity that represent the 
strengths of these connections. Learning is accomplished by adjusting these strengths to 
cause the overall network to output appropriate results. 
2.6 Artificial Neural Networks 
Artificial Neural Network is a system loosely modeled on the human brain 131· Artificial 
Neural Networks or Neural Networks can also be loosely defined as large sets f 
interconnected simple units, which execute in parallel to perf orm a common global task. 
These units usually undergo a learning process, which automatically updates netw rk 
parameters in response to a possibly evolving input environment. The field goe y 
many names such as connectionism parallel di tributed pr cs ing, n ur -computing, 
natural intelligent systems machine learning algorithms and artificial neural nctw rks. 
It is an attempt to simulate within p cialized hardware r ophi ticated oftware the 
multiple layers of simple processing elements called neurons. ch neur n i linked t 
certain f its neighbors with varying coefficients f c nn cti ity that rcpre ent the 
strengths of these connections. arning is ccompli hcd y adjusting th e trcngth t 
cause the overall network to utput appropri tc r suits. 
2. 7 Introduction of ANN 
2.7.1 Leaming and 
A bi lo ical n urnl n tw rk is u · II 'II n f int r · nn ·re ncur n: brain ··II:. 
Althou th biolo zicul n ·um! n ·t, rk .xi t it nr n pin. -. in th· hurnun l l I rn 1 in tht 
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bodies of other animals, the most interesting biological neural network is the human 
brain. The brain consists of billions of highly interconnected brain cells known as 
neurons. Individually these neurons are very simple and can accomplish very little. 
However, when connected together, they form a powerful reasoning sy tern. ..ach 
neuron has three basic parts: dendrites, a soma, and an axon. A neuron receives many 
input signals through its many dendrites. The signals then enter the soma of the neuron 
and are all summed together. If the summed signal is strong enough the ncur n fir s: 
that is, it sends a signal out through its axon. The many neur ns in the brain ar 
connected together, axon to dendrite, to form a network of neurons or a biological neural 
network. One important thing to remember is that the signal on the axon of a ncur n i 
not going to be exactly the same as the signal on a dendrite of the neur n it i c nnccted 
to. The signal is changed, generally strengthened or weakened by the ch mica! proce s 
that transmits the signal across the synaptic g p. The figure bel w how a irnplified 
biological neuron and the relationship of its four c mp nen . 
) 
Figur ic lo •ic.~ I .uron Mod •I 
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2.7.1.1Demonstration1: Simultaneous Process between Neuron 
This demo shows how two neurons receive electrochemical inputs (raw inputs from the 
·brain are transfer into the information for the human feedback) from other neurons at the 
dendrites. Each important part: axon, dendrites and cell body will state. The process 
transmission begins, if the sum of the electrical inputs is sufficiently powerful to acti ate 
the neuron, it will transmit an electrochemical signal along the axon and pas es this 
signal to the other neurons whose dendrites are attached at any of the axon terminals. 
These attached neurons may then fire. It is important to note that a neuron fires only if 
the total signal received at the cell body exceeds a certain level. The neuron either fir s 
or it doesn't, there aren't different grades of firing. So, the entire brain is c mp ed of 
these interconnected electro-chemical transmitting neurons. rom a very large numb r 
of extremely simple processing units (each performing a weighted sum of its inputs and 
th~n firing a binary signal if the total input exceeds a certain level) the brain mana e t 
perform the feedback from the humans reflect (human) likes feel hear s e and taste and 
other complex tasks. 
2.7.2 A Directed Graph Description 
The basic unit of neural networks, the artificial ncur ns irnulatc · the [i ur ba ic 
functions of natural neurons. Artificial neurons are much imp! r than th 
neuron; the figure below shows the basics of an artificial n u n 1,1. 
I 1 
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2. The links of the graph are called connections. Each connection functions as an 
instantaneous unidirectional signal-conduction path. 
3. Each processing element can receive any number of incoming cormecti n 
4. Each processing element can have any number of outgoing connection but the 
signals in all of these must be the same. 
5. Processing elements can have local memory 
6. Each processing element processes a transfer function which can use (and 
modify) local memory, can use input signals, and which produces the 
processing element's output signal. 
7. The only inputs allowed to the transfer function are the value st red in the 
processing element's local memory and the current valu s of the input ignal 
in the connections received by the processing clement. 
2.7.2.1 Demonstration 2: Directed Graph Description 
Input 
onn •ctions 
~ utput 
Weight Processing element 
F igurc . Dirt tcd .r nph 
17 
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This demo shows the pictures on how output is get through the graph. Each of the inputs 
are multiplied by a weight at the connection link, then the multiplied weight with the 
input will be process in the processing element. In the simplest case, these products arc 
simply summed, fed through a transfer function to generate a desired output, and then 
come out the result. 
2.8 Single Input Neuron 
A single-input neuron is shown in Figure 2.6.1.5.The scalar input, pis multiplied by th 
scalar weight, w to form one of the terms that is sent to the summer. The other input, is 
multiplied by a bias, b and then passed to he summ_er. The summer output,n ften 
referred to as the net input, goes into a transfer function ,f which pr duce the calar 
neuron output, a. Some designer use the term activation functi n rather than tran fer 
function and offset rather than bias. If thi simpie m de! back to the bi I gical ncur n 
that discussed in before, the weight correspond to the trcngth fa nap e, th II 
body is represented by the summation and the tran fer function, and the n ur n utput 
represents the signal on the axon. 
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Inputs General Neuron 
r=. r " 
p ... -w ..... r .-n-1 .. f ,._.a ... 
b 
\....J\. l ) 
a= f(wp+b) 
Figure 4: Single Input Neuron 
I Formum i= f(Wp +b) 
The neuron output i calcuJated as a= f (Wp + b) if for instances W= 3, p == 2 and 
b = -1.5. 
Then a = f (3(2) + (-1.5)) = f ( 4.5) 
The actual output depends on the particular transfer function that is cho en. The ias is 
much like a weight, except that it has a constant input f l .lf the i· unn eded in a 
particular neuron it can be omitted. 
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2.8.1 Demonstration 3: Single Input Neuron Calculation 
This demo shows how the calculation for the single neuron with selected input and 
transfer function. The user must follow the instruction: enter the input and then the 
weight. After enter the bias, watch the changes for the net input. The transfer function 
must be selected one from the three main transfer functions and watch the changes of the 
desired output with activation function. User can try for another input randomly. 
2.8.2 Transfer Functions 
The transfer function in Figure 2.6.1. 7 may be a linear or a nonlinear function of net 
input. A particular transfer function is cho en to satisfy ome specificati n f the 
problem that the neuron is attempting to solve. There are varieties f transfer functi n 
but here only three of the most commonly used functions arc di cussed then. 
• !fard Limit Ti:un f cr function 
The hard limit transfer function, hardlim hown on the left side f Fi ur 2. . I. 7, et 
the output of the neuron to 0 if the function argument is less than 
is greater than or equal to 0. 
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,,,,,, .. . . 
0 
- p - 
a a 
---+---...,n _. 
-blw: . 
- 1 
a = hardlini(wp+ b) 
Single-Input hardlim Neuron 
a:::;: hardlimtn) 
Hard Limit Transfer Function 
Figure 5: Hard Limit Transfer Function 
The graph on the right side of hard limit transfer function figure, illustrates the 
input/output characteristic of a single-input neuron that uses a hard limit transfer 
function. The effect of the weight and the bias can be seen. Note that an icon for the hard 
limit transfer function is shown between the two figures. Such icons will replace the 
general in network diagrams to show the particular transfer function that is being u ed. 
• Linear Transfer Function 
The output of a linear transfer f uncilon is equal to its input as illu tr ted in next figur . 
The output (a) versus input (p) characteristic of a single-input linear neuron with a bias 
is shown on the right of Figure 5. 
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...... -~ "f . 
a =purelin (n) 
Linear Transfer Functioo 
a 
a pure/in (wp + b) 
Single- Input pure/in Neuron 
Figure 6: Purelin Transfer Function 
• Log Sigmoid Transfer Function 
The log-sigmoid transfer function is shown in Figure 2.1.6.9. 
CJ 
- 1 
a= loplg(n) 
Log-Sigmoid Transfer Function· 
a 
0 
~~~-"-...._P 
-blw: . 
- 1 
a = log,tig (wp + b 
Single-Input log.slg Neuron 
Figure 7: Log Sigmoid Transfer Function 
This transfer function takes the input (which may ha e an alu 
minus infinity) and squashes the output int th ran t I. 
cxpr • ion: 
p 
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. 
,,, , . 
- 1 
a = logsig (n) 
Log~Sigmotd Transfer Function 
- 1 
a= log.lig(Wp+ b) 
Single-Input Iogsig Neuron 
Figure 7: Log Sigmoid Transfer Function 
This transfer function takes the input (which may have any value between plus and 
minus infinity) and squashes the output into the range 0 to 1 according to the 
expression: 
1 
The log-sigmoid transfer function is commonly used in multilayer networks that ar 
trained u ing the back propagation algorithm, in part ecause this functi n i 
differentiable. 
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2.8.3 Common Transfer Function and Relation 
Name Input/Output Relation Icon MAlLAB Function 
Hard Limit 
a =- 0 n<O II) hardlirn 
a - 1 n "2 0 
Symmetrical Hard Limit 0 - -1 
n<O rn hardlirns a - +] n~O 
Linear a~n 0 purelin 
a .... 0 n<O 
Saturating Linear a-n O~n~J IZl satlin 
a - l n>l 
Symmetric Saturating a - -1 
n<-1 
a-n -1~ft~1 (£] sailins Linear a .... J n>J 
igmoid 
) IZ] logsig Los· a l +e-fl 
Hyperbolic Tangent ,, _,, 
~ 
e -e tansig a 
Sigmoid 
,, _,, 
e +e 
Positive Linear a - 0 
n<O r:zJ p slin a-n OSn 
Competitive 
a ... l neuon widl max n [£) a-0 all ofhc:t flC:tMOtu c mpct 
Figure 8: Tran fer Functions 
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2.8.4 Multiple Input Neurons 
Typically, a neuron has more than one input. A neuron with p 1, p2 ... pR ... an input is 
shown. The individual inputs,p are each weighted by corresponding elements w l I 
w 1,2, ... w 1,R of the weight matrix,R. The neuron has a bias,b which is summed with the 
weighted inputs to form the net input, n : 
n == wl, l *pl+ wl, 2 "'p2 • ..,. + wl, R * pR 
This expression can be written in matrix form: n=Wp+b 
Where the matrix, W for the single neuron case has only one row. Now the neur n 
output can be written as: 
a= /(Wp+b). 
lnpu Jv1ultiple-lnput Neuron 
r-l ( ' 
PJ 
Pz 
p, :E. n f a • " " b P1. 
<:» ' 1 ) a•f(Wp+b 
Jri~nr' •>: Multiple Input curuns 
. ' 
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2.8.5 Demonstration 4 
Multiple Input Neurons 
This demo shows how the calculation for the single neuron with selected input and 
transfer function. The user must follow the instruction: enter the input and then the 
weight. After enter the bias, watch the changes for the net input. The transfer functi n 
must be selected one from the three main transfer functions and watch the changes of the 
desired output with activation function. User can try for another input randomly. 
2.9 Network Architectures 
Commonly one neuron, even with many inputs, may not be sufficient. It might n ed five 
or ten operating in parallel, in what it will call a layer. This c nc pt of layer i 
discussed elow. 
• A Layer of Neuron 
A.single-layer network of S neurons is shown in Figure 10. Note that ch f th input 
is connected to each of the neurons and that the weight matrix W n w h row . 
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Multiple Input Neurons 
This demo shows how the calculation for the single neuron with selected input and 
transfer function. The user must follow the instruction: enter the input and then the 
weight. After enter the bias, watch the changes for the net input. The transfer function 
must be selected one from the three main transfer functions and watch the changes of the 
desired output with activation function. User can try for another input randomly. 
2.9 Network Architectures 
Commonly one neuron, even with many inputs, may not be sufficient. It might need five 
or ten, operating in parallel, in what it will call a layer. This concept of a layer is 
discussed below. 
• A Layer of Neuron 
A single-layer network of neurons is shown in ·igurc 10. Note that each fthc input 
is connected to each of the neurons and that the weight matrix W n w h r w . 
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tnputs layer of S Neurons 
r=:r ' 
\,__) \._...._ _,,) 
a= f(Wp+b) 
Figure 10: Layer of Neurons 
The layer includes the weight matrix, the summers the bias vector, b the tran fer 
function, boxes and the output vector, a .Each element of the input vector p is connected 
to each neuron through the weight matrix, W. ~ ach neuron has a bias a ummer a 
transfer function and an output.a, ' aken together the outputs form the utput ector 
a. It is common for the number of inputs to a layer to be different fr m the number f 
neurons (i.e.R i:S). 
7 
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• Multiple Laver of Neuron 
Consider a network with several layers. Each layer has its own weight matrix, W its own 
bias vector, b net input vector and an output vector, a. Some additional notation to 
distinguish between these layers will be introduces. The superscripts will be used to 
identify the layers. The number of the layer as a superscript to the names for each of 
these variables. Thus, the weight matrix for the first layer is written.W' as and the 
weight matrix for the second layer is written as , W2. 
As shown, there are inputs, R neurons in the first layer, Sl neurons in the econd layer 
S2 etc. As noted, different layers can have different numbers of neurons. The outputs f 
layers one and two are the inputs for layers two and three. Thus layer 2 can be viewed as 
a one-layer network with R = SI, inputs, SI = S2 neurons, and a weight matrix. The 
input to layer 2 is, a 1 and the output is a2. 
_g 
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Seoond Layer . 
r ' 
_Jnpult fln.~t Layer 
rrv r r ' 
Pt. 
\._..., ) \._,, ) <:» \._"' 1 
•1 ~ l•(W>p+bl) r~ fz(W2M1+"2) •' = f ;(W;al bi) 
•'. It (Wjl l (W.i.( I (Wlp+ bl)+ bf)+ ~) 
Figure 11: Multiple Layer of Neuron 
The output of layer 1 and 2 are the inputs for layer 2 and 3. The input to layer 2 is a a 1 
and the output is a2. The multilayer network are more powerful than the single layer . r 
instance, a second layer network having a sigmoid first layer and a linear econd layer 
can be trained to approximate most functions arbitrarily well and the single layer 
network cannot do this. A layer whose output is the network output called output lay r 
and the other layer are called hidden layers. The network had shown an utput layer 
(layer R) and two hidden layer (layer J and 2). 
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Hard Limit Layer Input ,........ r 
a 
Sx1 
tx1 s R ' ) "--~-------') 
a= hardlim(Wp+b) 
First, consider the network weight matrix: 
W= 
WJ, J Wt. 2 · • · Wl,R 
Wz l W2 2 ... Wz /(. . . . 
Ws 1 we 2 Ws R . . . 
The vector composed of the elements will be defined f the ith r w f vector W. 
w= t 
So now the weight matrix can do the partition: 
{) 
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Input Hard Limit Layer 
r=: r 4"\ 
a 
EX1 
SX1 s R ' ) ~~--------------") 
a = hardlim (Wp+ b) 
First, consider the network weight matrix: 
The vector composed of the elements will be defined of the ith row of vector W. 
W1. J W1, 2 · • · W1,R 
W ::::: Wz. l W2. 2 .. · W2. R 
WE. l W G, 2 · • · W S. R 
w= i 
we,F. 
So now the weight matrix can do the partition: 
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And this allows writing the ith element of the network output vector as: 
Recall that the hardlim transfer function (shown at left) is defined as: 
a - hardlimtn') - J 1 if n > O l 0 otherwise 
Therefore, if the inner product of the ith row of the weight matrix with the input v ct r 
is greater than or equal to - bi, the utput will be 1, otherwi e the output will be . Thu 
each neuron in the network divides the input space into two r gi n . It i u cful t 
investigate the boundaries between these regions. U
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Inputs Twcrlnput Neuron 
rrv r ' 
\.__) ~ 1 ) 
a - hardlim(\'lp+ b) 
Figure 12: Perceptron Single Input Neuron 
The output of this network is determined by: 
a = hardlim(n) = hardlim(Wp + b) 
2.10.3 Decision Boundnn ·- - - 
The decision boundary is determined by the input vectors fi r which the net input, n i 
zero: 
'l o make the example more concrete, let s as ign th f ll win 1 vulu · fi r th • \I •i 1 11 
and bias: 
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WI.1 - J 1 Wl.2,..;; 1, b :a:: -J 
The decision boundary is then 
This defines a line in the input space. On one side of the line the network output will be 
O; on the line and on the other side of the line the output will be 1. To draw the line, we 
can find the points where it intersects the p 1 and p2 axes. To find p2 the intercept set p 1 
=O. 
b -1 
1 
I 0 -- 
To find the pl intercept, set p2 = 0: 
b -1 --= 1 1 P1 - -- - Wt. J 
To find out which side of the boundary corre p nds t an utput f l need to te t n 
point. For the input p ~ [2 o] 
1 
the network output will be : 
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Therefore, the network output will be 1 for ~e region above and to the right of the 
decision boundary. This region is indicated by the shaded area above. 
Figure 13: Decision Boundary for Two-Input Perceptron 
2.10.4 Multiple-Neuron Perceptron 
Note that for perceptrons with multiple neurons, as in Figure 11 there will e ne 
decision boundary for each neuron. The decision boundary for neuron i will be defined 
by: 
A single-neuron perceptron can classify input vectors into tw categ ri , sine it 
output can be either 0 or 1. A multiple-neuron perceptron can classify inputs int many 
categories. Each category is represented by a different utput each elem ·nt 
of the output vector can be either 0 or 1 th re a total f_ 
wher is the numb r of n urot . 
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2.11 Perc~ptron Learning Rules 
2.11.1 Learning rule 
The training algorithm is a procedure for modifying the weights and biases of a network. 
The purpose is to train the network to perform some task and fall into: supervised 
learning, unsupervised learning, reinforcement learning. In supervised learning, the 
learning rule is provided with a set of examples (the training set) of proper network 
behavior. The network outputs are compared to the targets when input applied. 
The reinforcement learning similar to supervised learning except instead f being 
provided with the correct output for each network input, the algorithm is only given a 
grade. Jn unsupervised learning, the weights and biases are modified in re pon 
network inputs only. There are no target outputs available. 
The learning rule is provided with a set of examples of pr per netw rk b ha 1 r: 
{pl, tl}, {p2, t2} , , {pq,tq} 
. The pq is an input and tq is target output. The netw rk utput is compared to the target 
when input applied. The learning rule then adjusts the weights and bias s f the network 
in order to move the network output closer to the target. 
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The initial weight vector results in a decision boundary that incorrectly classifies the 
vector .Pl. It needs to alter the weight vector so that it points more toward, Pl so that in 
the future it has a better chance of classifying it correctly. 
One approach would be to set 1 W equal to 1P. This is simple and would ensure that P1 
was classified properly in the future. Unfortunately, it is easy to construct a problem for 
which this rule cannot find a solution. The diagram to the lower left shows a problem 
that cannot be solved with the weight vector pointing directly at either of the two classes 
1 vector. If we apply the rule 1 W = P every time one of these vectors is mi classified the 
network weights will simply oscillate back and forth and will 'never find a solution. 
Another possibility would be to add p 1 to 1 W . Adding p 1 to 1 W would make 
1 W point more in the direction of pl. Repeated presentations of p 1 would cause the 
direction 1 W of to asymptotically approach the direction of p I 
This rule can be stated: 
If t 
nrw old 1 and a - 0, then 1 w 1 w + p 
Applying this rule to our test problem results in new valu s for :w J 
7 
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The initial weight vector results in a decision boundary that incorrectly classifies the 
vector .Pl. It needs to alter the weight vector so that it points more toward, Pl so that in 
the future it has a better chance of classifying it correctly. 
One approach would be to set 1 W equal to 1P • This is simple and would ensure that P1 
was classified properly in the future. Unfortunately, it is easy to construct a problem for 
which this rule cannot find a solution. The diagram to the lower left shows a problem 
that cannot be solved with the weight vector pointing directly at either of the two classes 
1 vector. If we apply the rule 1 W = P every time one of these vectors is misclassified the 
network weights will simply oscillate back and forth and will never find a solution. 
Another possibility would be to add p 1 to 1 W . Adding p 1 to 1 W would make 
1 
W point more in the direction of pl. Repeated presentations of p 1 would cause the 
direction 1 W of to asymptotically approach the direction of p 1 
This rule can be stated: 
If t :9 l da 
Applying this rule to our test problem results in new values f r :w I 
_ [!·oJ + [iJ _ [-.<~ 0.8 . l.~ 
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This operation is illustrated ~ the adjacent figure. 
Now move on to the next input vector and will continue making changes to the weights 
and cycling through the inputs until they are all classified correctly. The next input 
vector is P2. When it is presented to the network found: 
a : hardlim(1wT p.J °"' hardlim( [2.0 1.2] [-21]) 
== hard lim(OA) == 1 , 
The target t2 associated with p2 is 0 and the output a is 1. A class 0 vector 
was misclassified as a I .Since like to move the weight vector away from the input, it 
can simply change the addition in to subtraction: 
If t 
· If it applied to the test problem we find: 
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which is illustrated in the adjacent figure 
"' 1 
Now third vector p3 presented: 
• hardlim(0.8) • l . 
J?e current 1 W results in a decision boundary that misclassifies pr, This 
is a situation for which we already have a rule, so 1 W will be updated again. 
new _ old _ [ 3.0J [OJ _ [3.0j W - 1W -p3 - - - 1 · , -0 .S -1 0 .2 
The diagram shows that the perceptron has finally learned to clas ify the thr e vectors 
properly. 
l 
20. 
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If any of the input vectors presented to the neuron, it will output the correct class for that 
input vector. This brings to the third and final rule: if it works, do not fix it. 
Here are .the three rules, which cover all possible combinations of output and target 
values: 
new old If t= land a= O,then 1ll' ::::: 1w +p. 
Example of the solved problem: Perceptron Rule 
The perceptron rule can be written conveniently in matrix notation: 
W11ew ... ,old+ T - n eJ' 
and 
The input/output prototype vectors will be: 
P1• 
l 
1 , 11 
] 
[o] P2 
41 
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Typically the weights and biases are initialized to small random numbers. 
Suppose that here start with the initial weight matrix and bias: 
w == f o.s -I -o.51, b - o.5 
The first step is to apply the first input vector p 1, to the network: 
] 
a =- hardlim(Wp1 + b) ""' hardlim [ 0.5 -1 -0.5] -1 + 0.5 
-1 
== hard/jm(2.5) == I 
Then we calculate the error: 
e = t1 -a = 0-1 = -1 
The weight update is: 
w?" __ ... ,old+ T w ep = 
= [-o.s o o.~ 
[o.s -1 -o.sJ +<-1)G -1 -1J 
The bias update is 
This completes the first iteration. 
The second iteration of the perceptron rule is: 
4 
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1 
a = hardlim (Wpz + b) = hardlim ([-o.s 0 o.s] 1 + (-0.5)) 
-1 
= hardlim (-0.5) = 0 
e = t2 - a = 1 - 0 = 1 
w?" = WoW + epT = [-0.5 0 0.5] + 1 [1 1 -1] - [0.5 1 --0.5] 
The third iteration begins again with the first input vector: 
1 
a = hardlim (Wp1 + b) = hardlim C[o.s 1 -0.5] -1 + 0.5) 
-1 
=== hardlim (0.5) ~ 1 
e = t1 -a = 0-1 = -1 
Wnew = W0ld + epT :=: [0.5 1 -0.5] + (-1) [1 -1 -1] 
= [-o.s 2 o.s] 
bnew ::: bold+ e ::: 0.5 + (-1) : -0.5 
If the iterations continued the both input vectors that f und will n w e rr · ti 
classified. The algorithm has c nverged to a luti n. 
4 
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2.12 Feed Forward Network 
2.12.1 Introduction of Feed Forward 
Feed forward neural networks (FNNs) are composed of layers of neurons, in which the 
input layer of neurons are connected to the output layer of neurons. The training process 
of FNN is undertaken by changing the weights such that a desired input-output 
relationship is realized. 
Advantages 
-the fastest models to execute 
-the universal function approximators 
Disadvantages: 
-that no fast and reliable algorithm 
-c8!} be extremely slow to train. 
-if rapid execution rates are required multilayer 
-Feed-forward networks should be chosen 
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2.12.2 Feed Forward Neuron Model. 
Hidden layers La~4 
Output layer 
L8Yer0 
Input la~ 
Figure 14: Feed Forward Neuron Model 
2.13 Feed Forward Basic Architecture 
It usually consists of 3 to 4 layers .The first and last layers are the input and output 
layers, and there are usually one or more hidden layers in between the other layers. The 
minimum of three layers (one hidden layers) is required to solve complex pr bl ems. The 
term feed-forward means that the information is only allowed to "travel" in ne directi n 
and means that the output of one layer becomes the input f the next layer and 
forward. In order for this to occur, each layer is fully connected to next layer e ch 
neuron is connected by a weight to a neuron in the next layer).A multilayer feed-forward 
network is also often called a multi-layer perceptron.The input layer does ha e a part in 
calculation, rather than just receiving the inputs. The ra data is m ut sd, and 
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activation functions are applied in all layers and process occurs until the data reaches the 
output neurons 
2.13.1 How the Feed Forward functions? 
Each neuron receives a signal from the neurons in the previous layer, and each of those 
signals is multiplied by a separate weight value. The weighted inputs are summed, and 
passed through a limiting function which scales the output to a fixed range of values. 
The output of the limiter is then broadcast to all of the neurons in the next layer. The 
network solve a problem, when the user apply the input values to the inputs of the first 
layer, The signal allow to propagate through the network, and read the output values The 
network will be at a loss if is asked to associate the same input pattern with different 
output patterns depending on which other pattern(s) preceded the current pattern. 
2.13.2 Stew to colculnte llctivntion of bidden nodes 
The inner workings of a feed-forward network are very simple. This example is through 
the calculations needed to do a feed-forward pass through the net (that i t pre ent data 
to the network) .. 
Step !?x Htep: 
-add up the product· of the input node outputs an th ir 
-thi value (-0.5) i tl ·n f d inl th· 11 ti uion un ·ti n then c. 
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-select the transfer function 
-the same calculation is done for every hidden node, and finally get output node. 
Output 
Figure 15: Activation Function for Hidden Nodes 
Exampl of the calculation activation of the hidden nodes 
Step 1 
hl = (2(0.4) + (0.3(-1.9)) = 0.23 
h2 = (2(-0.6) + (0.3(1.5)) = 0.75 
h3 = (2(2.4) + (0.3(-3.2)) = 3.84 
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Step2 
hl + h2 +h3 = 0.23 +0.75 +3.84 
Activation= 4.82 
Step 3 
Select the transfer function 
e.g.: sigmoid function 
= 1 I 1 + e-activation 
=l.01 
2.13.3 Demonstration 5: Calculation on activation of the hidden nodes 
The user must follow the instruction given before they start entering the inputs. The u er 
must pick how 'many inputs they want to try. For each value f input they enter, it th 
same things with the value of weight and hidden layer input. There are three main 
The first step is input is multiply with the weight. The second step is adding all the alue 
of the multiplied input. The total is also known as alue of acti ati n, Then the u er· 
8 
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neuron in response to a stimulus is about 300 Hz.It turns out that a non-linear activation 
function is necessary to enable feed-forward networks to approximate any arbitrary 
function. 
0.5 
1.1 
2.14 Sin~lc Layer Feed Forwgrd 
-- .. y2 
---Yn 
Figure 16: Single Layer Feed Forward 
-Links are unidirectional, no cycles 
( 
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-In layered feed forward, each unit is linked only to units in next layer. No links within 
layer, no links to previous layer, no links that skip a layer. 
-choice of network structure therefore determines what functions can be presented. If 
network is too small, it could be incapable of representing function. If too large, may 
memorize all relations but not generalize well. Learning algorithms have been u ed t 
add or remove units. 
-With fixed structure and fixed activation function g the function represent able by a 
feed forward network are restricted to have a specific parameterized structure. 
2.14.l Multip)ayer Feed Forward 
Input 
layer 
Hidden 
hsyerr; 
.,, ..("\__.., Y1 -cv-«: 
~ .. , 
(' 'P-. -\ Y2 v • . \ . . 
/{)--+'· : _J... .
Yn 
Output 
layer 
m 
Figure 17: Multilayer Feed Forward 
-same idea for learning present input, compare utput t de ired adju t weights if tJ1 ·r 
is an error. Trick is to asses blame and di ide it am ng c ntri utin w ·i iht ·. 
. I 
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-in multilayer many weights connecting input to output. Each weight connects to more 
than one output. 
-training curves shows how the error decreases through the learning trials. 
2.15 Feed Forward Training Algorithm 
The training algorithm is to adjust the network's weight to minimize the delta err r. 
Also to train the neural network, sets of known input-output data points must be 
assembled. The Back-propagation algorithm is widely used for multi-layer feed- 
forward. It based on the Delta Rule that states that if the difference ( d lta) etween the 
user's desired output and the network's actual output is to be minimized the weights 
must be continually modified. The result of the transfer function changes the delta err r 
in the output layer. The. error in the output layer has been adjusted r fi red and 
therefore it can be used to change the input connection weights o that the de ir d 
output may be achieved. 
2.15.l Feed .Forwnrd Training Process Step by St r 
-Converting all input weights to small n n-zero luc . 
- A subset of training samples is presented to the network. 
-Each example is fed into the network eparat I and th rain ·d utput. or rnporc 
t th desired output and th th rr lr i m • sur .d. 
5 
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- The input connection weights are adjusted ~d error will be minimized. 
-This process is repeated (many epochs) several times until satisfactory results are 
obtained. 
-A threshold of .001 mean squared errors is good. 
-The mean squared error is computed by "summing the squared differences between 
what was a predicted variable should be versus what it actually is then dividing by th 
number of components that went into the sum. 
2.16 Recurrent Network 
2.16.1 Introduction of Recurrent Network 
The Recurrent network is similar to a feed forward netw rk. he vari ti n f multi lay r 
perceptron called' ~Iman Network'. A three layer network is us d with the dditi n f 
a set 'context units' in the inputs layer. The netw rk has an output c nnecti n that travel 
back t the hidden units. The e context units form cyclic fl win th nctw rk. There ar 
connections from the hidden layer to these c ntex unit fixed with th w i ht I an ar 
not included in updating during back propagati n f rr r. Wh ·n appl in the bac 
propagation procedure, the idea of backwards do not i lat d fl w f rr r, in nly 
the weight of the connections can e update fr m the c ntext unit t th· hidd ·n unit 
(which flow is the same directi n f th n tw rk . 
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- The input connection weights are adjusted and error will be minimized. 
-This process is repeated (many epochs) several times until satisfactory results are 
obtained. 
· -A threshold of .001 mean squared errors is good. 
-The mean squared error is computed by "summing the squared differences between 
what was a predicted variable should be versus what it actually is, then dividing by the 
number of components that went into the sum. 
2.16 Recurrent Network 
2.16.1 Introduction of Recurrent Network 
The Recurrent network is similar to a feed forward network. The variati n of multilayer 
pcrceptron, called 'Alman Network'. A three layer network is u ed with th additi n of 
a set 'context units' in the inputs layer. The network has an utput onnecti n that travel 
back to the hidden units. These context units f rm yclic fl w in th ncrw rk. There are 
connections from the hidden layer to these c nt x uni fix d with th weight 1 and are 
not included in updating during back propagation f err r. Wh .n appl ing th" back 
propagation procedure, the idea of backwards do not vi lated fl w f err r sin only 
the weight of the connections can be u date fr m th" ntcxt unit t the hidd ·n unit 
(which flow is the same directi n f th n tv rk . 
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2.16.2 Examples of Recurrent Networks 
I 
Hop field Network 
The network is probably best understood class. It uses bi-directional connections 
with symmetric weights. The associative memory-after training on a et of 
examples, new stimulus will cause network to settle into activation pattern that 
most closely resembles the new stimulus. The pattern are not stored seperately 
each weight is a partial encoding of all patterns 
JJoltzmann M~cbjne 
The network is using the symmetric weights. It u e st cha 'tic a tivati n 
function, pro a ility of output being 1 is function f total weighted input. It als 
resemble simulated annealing 
2.17 Recurrent Neuron Model Un
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Output --- t 
Hidden ··~ t\___~. 
• • • Recurrent Input B 
Figure 18: Recurrent Neuron Network 
2.18. Recurrent .Basic ,Architecture 
The context layer is to create a sense of memory for the network. At the beginning f 
the network, nothing has been fed through the network yet. At time tO the first pas ed 
input to the input units. In tum the input unit calculates their activation function and 
feed the results along to the hidden layer. Since the context layer has not r ceived input 
the context layer either does n thing or supplies a default value to be passed to the input 
as well. Then the hidden units apply their activation function t the sum fall 
incoming connections and pass the result along all output c nn cti ns, which include 
context units as well as input units. lf error propagati n sh uld tak plac • it will h pp ·n 
all this point based on the output t the ut ut unit . · r th irbitrury ti111 1 t 
input tak n fr m tJ1 input str am. iin a JI U1 ·inf ut t th' in] 111 unit.' and th' r \'ult 
5 
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2.18.2 Multi Layer Re~urrent Network 
Figure 19: Multi Layer Recurrent Model 
2.19Self Organizing Maps (SOM) 
2 .19.J Introduction of SOM 
SOM is known as 'Kohonen map', i an unsupervi ed learning t chniquc th t 
reduces the dimensionality of data through the use of OM netw rk. It a ed n 
a grid artificial neuron whose weights are adapted t match input vector in a 
training set. The SOM algorithm is fed with feature vectors which can c f any 
dimension will be high. The utput maps can also b made in different 
dimensions ~1 dimensional, 2 dimensi nal 3 dimen i nal o t p pular and 
mainly used for dimensionality reduction r thcr th n xpan i n. 
2.19.2 Model output mops in 1-dimcnRions 
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\ ~ , 
«<: , 'I. 'Y. 
, \I ----~--..:.,J. ... ,,
', v 
' >', \ /,/ " ____ J( _ 
Figure 19: Multi Layer Recurrent Model 
2.19 Self Organizing Maps (SOM) 
2 .19.1 lntroduction of SOM 
SOM is known as 'Kohoncn map' is an unsupervised learning technique that 
reduces the dimensionality of data through the use of OM network. It ba ed n 
a grid artificial neuron whose weights are adapted to match input vector in a 
training set. The OM algorithm is fed with feature vect rs which can e f any 
dimension will be high. The utput maps can also be made in different 
dimensions -1 dimensional, 2 dimensional 3 dirncn i nal (m st p pular) and 
mainly used for dimensionality reducti n rather than c · pansion. 
2.19.2 Model output maps in l·dim n ionH 
7 
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One dimensional 
output layer 
Input node 
Figure 20: 1 dimensional output layer 
SOM is essentially a two layer neural network with full connections, only n w with 
connections between neurons in the neuron layer. 
2.193 Model in 2 dimensional neuron output 
OM represent a different topology because of the connections between neur ns in the 
output layer. 
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Input node 
Figure 21: 2 dimensional neuron output 
2.20 SOM Training 
2.20.1 OM Algorithm tep by Step 
Two dimensional 
output layer 
The algorithm is explained a set artificial neuron that each ha ing its wn phy ical 
location ·on the output map, which take part in a winner-take-all pr cess ( c rnpetitive 
network).It is the situation where a node with i w ight tor 
input v ·ct r . When this n d wins the m titi n, th n ·i mh r': " i tht ur · lls 
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2.20.3 Modes of SOM Operation 
During the training process a map is built, the neural network organizes itself, using a 
competitive process. The network must be given a large number of input vectors, as 
much as possible representing the kind of vectors must be administered several times. 
During the mapping process, a new input vector may quickly be given a location on the 
map, it is automatically classified. There will be one single winning neuron : the neuron 
whose weight vector lies closest to the input vector.(this can be simply determined by 
calculating the Euclidean Distance). 
2.20A How to calculate Eyclidean distance 
The Euclidean distance of two points x = (x1, ••• ,Xn) and y = (y1, ••• ~n) in . uclidcan !1· 
space is computed as 
'1(xt .. y1)2 + (u .. y2)2 + ..... + (xn • yn)2 
It is the "ordinary" distance between the two points that one would measure with a ruler, 
which can be proven by repeated application of the Pythagorean the rem. By u ing thi 
formula as distance, Euclidean space ecomc a metric pa c (c en a Hil crt pace).I he 
Euclidean distance of two points input ect r an weight ector x 
(yl , .... yn) in Euclidean n-space. 
·I .... xn and 
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Example of Euclidean Distance calculation 
~(xl-y1)2 + (x2 -y2)2 + ..... + (xn -yn)2 
1) for 3 inputs, the input vectors are xl = 2.1, x2 = -0.3, x3 = 3.0 
2) the weight vectors are yl = 0.1, y2 = 2.4, y3 = 0.1 
3) ~(2. 1 -0. l )2 +(-0.3 -2.4)2+(3.0-0. I )2 
= ~19.7 
4) Euclidean Distance = 3. 71 8 
2.20.S Demonstration 7: Calcplation on Euclidepn Distance 
The user must follow the instruction given before they start entering the input . The u er 
must pick how many inputs they want to try. For each value of input they enter it s the 
same things with the value of weight and input vector. The total is al o known as value 
of Euclidean Distance. After that they can see the output. 
2.20.6 lmport@nt keysJor the Kohoncn OM 
- Competition 
for each input pattern, the neuron comp te t see which nc 1 't t th · input. 
- oopcration 
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the Wllll?-mg neuron determines a neighborhood-a group of networks close by 
providing the basis for the neighboring neurons to cooperate that is to increase the 
weights together. 
-Adaption 
the excited neuron steadily adapt their values to be closer to that of the input pattern 
through adjustments to their weight. 
( 
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·CHAPTER THREE: 
METHODOLOGY 
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· CHAPTER3 
3.0 Methodology 
A methodology predefines the set of steps followed to build the system (together 
with a collection of tools to design a system).lt also the collection of procedures, 
techniques, tools and documentation, which helps system developers in their 
development. It consists of a set of phases, which includes a set of sub phases. The 
methodology will guide the developers to select the techniques at various stages in 
the project and helps them to plan, handle, organize and evaluate information 
systems of the project. The major objective in the methodology is to make the 
development cycle become well-organized to minimize development within th 
lowest cost, maxsirnizes the system quality and finished on time. Also for the 
maintenance later, it will not be a big problem. 
3.1 Project Development Life Cycle 
In order to develop a system in an organized and effectiv way it is neces ary t 
follow a sequence of steps to accomplish a c rnplete .et ft .k, which i ·n rull 
called a process. A proce i referred t a ' ri f st ·p · in I in •1 'ti iti ·~· 
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constraints and resources that help us produce our intended output. Thus, it is 
usually involves a set of tools and techniques. When the process involves the 
building of a certain kind of output it is referred as a life cycle. Therefore the 
development process of this system is defined as the Project Development Life 
Cycle, because it describes the life cycle of the system from its conception to its 
implementation, use and maintenance. 
3.2 Waterfall Model with Prototyping 
For this project, the· waterfall model with prototyping will be used. This model i 
actually a classic model without the prototyping in its carry stages. Waterfall 
model is defined as a model process where stages are depicted as c cading fr m 
one to another. Thus when the entire requirement are identified, analyzed for 
completeness and consistency and documented the development can proceed to 
system design and so on. Prototyping is a sub process that can help in enhancing 
understanding of the developing system. Prototyping will be involved in th early 
stages of the model where there is a need for expcrimcntati n and learning before 
commitment of any resources to develop the full-scale system 11 1 
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Requirement 
Analysis 
Prototyping · 
System 
Design 
Program 
Design 
Coding 
Unit& 
Integration 
System 
Testing 
Acceptance 
Testing 
Operation & 
Maintcnanc 
Figure 22: Waterfall Model with Prototyping 
Waterfall Model with Prototyping is chosen based n the nature of thi project, 
which demands a systematic and sequential appr ach to ftware devel pmcnt that 
begins at the requirement analysis ta e and pr gre through ystcrn design, 
coding, testing and lastly system operation and maint nan e . In overall, the 
proposed methodology present a high le el iew f whet ' · · on durin ' 
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development and the sequence of events that the author expected to encounter. 
Below are the descriptions of all the stages in Waterfall Model with Prototyping. 
1. Requirement analysis 
In this requirements of the 'to be developed software' are established. 
These are usually the services it will provide, its constraints and goals of 
the software. Once these are established, they have to be defined in such a 
way that they are usable in the next stage. This stage is often preludes by a 
feasibility study or a feasibility study is included in this stage. The 
feasibility study includes questions like: should we develop the software, 
what are the alternatives? It could be called the conception of a software 
product and might be seen as the very beginning of the life cycle. 
2. System Design and Program Design 
In this stage, the established requirements, flowing from the first page are 
identified as software or hardware requirements. The software 
requirements are then translated in such an away that they can be readily 
transformed into computer pr grams. 
3. Coding and Unit and Integration 
This is the stage where the computer pr gram ar crcat d. A• ch program 
is called a unit and unit testing is the verificati n that very unit meets it 
specification. 
4 
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4. System Testing 
All the units are combined and now the whole is tested. When the 
combined programs are successfully tested the software product is 
finished. 
5. Acceptance Testing and Operation and Maintenance 
Most software products include this stage of the development involves 
correcting errors that have gone undetected before, improvement and other 
forms of support. This stage is part of the life cycle of a software product 
and not of the strict development although improvements and fixes can still 
be considered as 'development' . 
. ..,. 
6. Requirements prototyping 
It is to ensure that the requirements are feasible and practical if not 
revisions are made at the requirements stage. 
7. Design Prototyping 
It helps developers assess alternative design strategic and decide which i 
best for a particular project. 
8. Validation 
It is to ensure that the system has implemented all th· r .quir .m mts, so that 
each system function can e trac d ack t parti .ulnr r .quirem »us in th· 
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specification. It is also t<? make sure that the developer is building the right 
product according to the specification. 
9. Verification 
It will ensure that each function works correctly and as needed. It will also 
will checks the quality of the implementations. 
10. Prototyping 
Product that has been developed half way to let the user and the developer 
to check and evaluate the suggested system. 
3.3 Rationale of Methodology Approach 
The Waterfall Model with Prototyping is much more easier compares to other 
models, such as waterfall model which only ask the user s requirements at the last 
phase and a Jot of phase and a lot of bugs will be found at the te ting and 
maintenance stage, which will cost a lot of time and money in order to eliminate 
this bugs and meet the users requirements. 
Therefore Waterfall Model with Prototyping allows us l ask the user 
requirements at each stage in order t pr duce a g d . y tom to th · .ustorncr. lt 
allows us to do changes while the de 1 pmcnt phn · wa · in , c n, I· r in 'tun \ 
(n 
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if there are any new requirements appears while designing the system, prototype 
model allows us to modify the data structure immediately to suite the new 
requirements. In long term, it will reduce the total cost and time of the project. 
This is because it is better for us to retrieve the problem at the early stage, rather 
than finding out during the testing phase. It was hoped that this model would meet 
up all the users requirements. 
Advantage of Waterfall Model with Prototyping 
• End - user participation encouraged or required. 
• Suited naturally to iteration and change. 
• Clarifies for those users who need to see something before they know 
what they want or for evaluating complex designs. 
• Prototypes are experiential, active models. 
• Allows early detection of error and misunder tanding . 
• · Quicker user feed back for better solutions 
•· Useful when several stakeholders involved 
• Can accelerate life cycle phase by: 
• AlJowing experimentation with requirements 
• Showing screen and report layouts 
• Giving code base for implementation when total are availa le. 
7 
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3.4 Requirements Speciflcations 
The requirement of this system can be divided into two categories, functional and 
non-functional requirement. Functional requirement describe how the system 
interact with its operating environment. On the other hand, non-functional 
requirement is a description of feature that completes the system. It can be viewed 
as extra accessories that complement the functional requirement. 
3.4.1 Functional Requirement 
A functional requirement describes an interaction between the system and its 
environment. It also describes how the system should behave gives certain stimuli. 
Functional requirement for this system is described as follows: - ... 
• Demonstrations and Calculations 
That will be provided for the only four particular subtopic: Introduction of 
Artificial Neural Network, Feed Forward, Recurrent and elf Organizing 
Maps. Before the student start doing the demo there have an example to 
guide them to do themselves. The example is exactly same with the demo 
and the explanation and the instruction will be de cribed in detail . 
• Tutorials 
The tutorials will be included in every topic. But the tut rial i diff crent 
page from the main topic. The fi rrnat i in th multich ic qu sti ns. The 
student only has t cl ct the c rr ·t an: er and h in th· .ho it th 
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answer will come out immediately to tell either correct or incorrect. The · 
questions are designed to test a student's grasp for each topic's 
fundamental concept. Some of the questions are in calculation format but 
emphasis is given to problems based on real life examples. 
• Concise Information 
Every topic will have the brief explanation before they can understand the 
demonstration. The essential tips also provided on how to do the correct 
calculations based on the examples and the formula. 
• Glossary 
It provided o help students to search for the meaning of the certain word. 
The glossary is arranged alphabetical order to ease the searching. They 
only needs to take the front alphabet with click n t p it. All th 
explanation given is taken from the proven articles. 
• Help 
This part is like an assistant to the student if they have any pr blern while 
using this application. rom the main menu until the tutorial and gl s ary 
if they have problem they can referred her . nly a h rt and c mpact 
description provided and it will gui e them t c ntinuc their learning 
better. 
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3.4.2 Non-Functional Requirement 
Non - Functional Requirement is a description of features that complete the 
system. These requirements are very subjective but are as important. Non - 
Functional Requirement for this system is describe as follows: - 
• User friendly 
This system is easy to use because it the web based format and everyone 
was familiar with it. This package can be used by anyone although without 
any computer literate. From the main menu page, the user will feel easy to 
navigate ·15ecause all the button are provided clearly like 
quit,tutorial,glossary and learning module. Thus the u er will not become 
confuse. 
• Eff cctiveness 
The system is easy to understand, clear relevant, compact and prioritize 
data accuracy, and achieve the predetermined goal and bjcctives aid that 
out in the planning session. 
• Learn ability 
The guide and instructions to na igate the t rn are ca y t fo II w. 
Therefore anyone who i ne al can learn how t use it with ut an 
7 
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difficulties with the guide form Help. It also easy to remember how to use 
after a long term of not being used for the new user. 
• Portability 
The system can be used in any platform or operating system Window 95 
and up. 
• Scalability 
With the future in mind, the system should be able to expand or shrink, 
according to the user's needs. 
• Modularity 
. "" 
The system should be built m the form of m dules to ensure easy 
maintenance and debugging. 
• Respond Time 
The respond time for data access should be within a reasonable allocation. 
This means that the data inside the system sh uld be ready at any time and 
presented with minimal delay. 
• User Interface 
The user interface for thi ystern i attracti e and rnf rtable to us . 
Icons enter for example at the front pa e is I ar £U1 dire t to th · p int" 
71 
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entering the main content without puzzling the user. The interface provided 
to make the system' user is feel like welcoming. 
3.5 Selection of Development Tool 
A study of the available software tools for the development of a system was 
conducted to get right ones for the system. 
3.5.1 Operating system 
• Microsoft Win ows 2000 
This operating system was developed by Micro oft and remains the most 
popular choice to date. With the Windows 2000 ver ion the file system has 
been changed from FAT 32 to NTES allowing a more s cure frarnew rk for 
business online. It is added security features and overall ca e f handling in 
addition to the compatibility with a majority of ther oftware has made 
Windows 2000 the operating system f choice f r this pr ~ ct. 
3.5.2 Software 
' I ' 
•!• Macromedia Flash MX 
Macrornedia Flash MX all w us t create a w .b ex cri ·n c · that is mor · 
attractive, m r comp Hin 1 and · m alibi, ith mor ith (If) 
7. 
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other web solution. Dynamic HTML (DHTML), Java and other advanced web 
design formats are not reliable alternatives, since they are either not 
compatible or inconsistent with different browsers. With Macromedia Flash 
Player's pervasive penetration, wide availability, scalable vectors, animation, 
sound and more. Macromedia Flash MX sites provide the high production 
quality that attracts visitors and brings tern back to your site. mce 
Macromedia Flash MX is free of the limiting design capabilities of more 
traditional web display options. Macromedia Flash MX is also the key to 
designing and delivering low bandwidth animations presentations and 
websites. It . offers scripting capabilities and server side connectivity for 
creating engaging applications, web interfaces and training courses. 
,,,.. 
Macrom£dia FJ?sb MX Featpret1 
• E~hanced color control 
The color panels within Flash are an improvement in la h new list 
the hexadecimal codes for color when user run the cur r er the 
color swatch. And it's easier to charge colors by simply electing an 
objects and then selecting a different c lor with eith r the I r lcct r 
or the swatch panel. 
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User can share library element and save fonts to the library in this 
Flash version. The user can click the library items in other Flash Player 
movies. 
• Expanded Action Script 
Action Script is a robust object oriented programming language used to 
enter the actions to Flash movies. Users can have a control over the 
behavior of objects on the stage with the new predefined 
classes.Besides,the user have the ability to export and import Action 
Scripts (.as) file which makes sharing Action Scripts between files a 
-~ 
simple task. The development of Demonstration, modular scripts that 
are parameterized into movie clips which can be hared and reu c 
between the system individuals, is an excellent time saving 
feature.XML objects and the debugger are tow u eful advanced Action 
Scripts function. 
• The Movie Explorer 
The movie explorer enable user to navigate the timeline of a movie, 
search for elements within a movi and perform ite wide! editing. It' 
extremely hard to ha e the capabilit to display the complete contents 
of the movie. The mo ie 'X · lorers Jetting the sites search th .ir Flu: h 
site for an' rn I , pi tur r string or l ixt, 
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• Support for importing Mp3 sound files 
User can import mp3 files in Flash MX. They do not have to compress 
the sound during export a movie with sounds, thus it can reduces the 
time requires for publishing and exporting. Using compressed sounds 
also reduces the file size of completed movies and reduces memory 
requirement during authoring. 
Advantages of Macromedia Flash MX 
a. Vector graphics are flexible where they are very small in size and are 
therefore quick to download. 
b. Little or no programming knowledge is necessary to use Flash compared to -~ 
Java Applets, it is easy for non - technical user's to create Flash movies. 
c. Flash's SWF file format is fairly open standard. 
d. Widespread acceptance and adoption of Flash player. 
e. Cross - platform development environment. 
f. The Flash development environment promotes designing movies as a 
collection of reusable objects. This results in mailer download size and 
reduced development. 
Disadvantages of Macromedia Fl!Uh MX 
I 
Flash suffers from some usability prohlerns. The usability problems are a 
follows: - 
a. Long download time'. 
7~ 
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Despite lightweight vector animations, Flash movies can take longer to 
downJoad than most users want to wait. 
b. Flash can destroy normal user navigation. 
Sites that are done entirely on Flash are a usability nightmare. Web users 
are accustomed to certain navigation controls such as back and forward 
button. Unfortunately, in multi page Flash sites, the back button doesn't 
take us to the previous page, it will take us to the previous site. 
c. Stale content since creating content with Flash is typically more abor - 
Intensive than creating similar content with HTML, Flash content tends to 
be changed less frequently. 
""" 
d. Lack of user control. 
The users cannot use the browser's 'Find' feature to find specific text on a 
page. 
e. Accessibility Problems. 
It also appears that Flash content cannot be acce cd by screen readers and 
therefore is unavailable to users with poor or no yesight. 
Why chose Macromedia Flash M 'and not Microsoft Front Page? 
a. Front Page has a tenden to er rite ur d with propri ·ta 
code, including some that i er Int rn ·t Explor ·r ·1 ecific. Th 11 n ·v ·r 
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happens in Flash MX. It produces clean code and it can always be 
edited the way a user wants to. 
b. In addition, while Front Page includes an extension that lets a user add 
functionality to their website, it must be instalJed on your web server, 
which creates a security issue. Doing this creates a 'hole', through 
which the Front Page extensions on the developer's computer 
communicate. Unfortunately, hackers often exploit that hole. Flash MX 
also lets user to add features to interfaces, but none of them rely on a 
server to work. 
c. The Flash MX interface also makes designing sites easy. There's a split 
screen View, which lets users see their design and code at the same 
time and the program's flexible, customiz.able templates. 
•!• Adobe Photoshop 6.0 
Adobe Photoshop is professional graphic editing software. Disputably the best 
there is, Photoshop has been the primary choice of digital artists worldwide. Its 
ability to edit and change image properties, digital effects lighting and color as 
well as a graphic text editing makes it a very powerful tool indeed. Ado e 
Photoshop also supports PNG (Portable Network Graphics), Progr s ive JP~ 
and PDF formats as well as the regular host of file f rmats. 
77 
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3.5.3 Hardware Requirements 
The hardware listed below is considered sufficient to develop, test and run th€ 
Interactive Leaming Package: - 
• An Intel Pentium IV Desktop computer 
The Pentium IV Processor is chosen as the minimum requirements for its 
multimedia processing capability. 
• 64 MB"Main Memory (128 MB recommended) 
64 MB of main memory is required to run Windows 2000, but to smooth 
things along the way, 128 !"fB would be sufficient, so as not to encounter 
hiccups while developing or running the system. 
• 1.0 GB hard disk space 
The system deals with graphics as we11 as a substantial amount of text and 
coding. Therefore, the 1.0 GB estimate is considered safe to accommodate 
the data needed to develop and run the system. 
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3.6 Summary . 
This chapter discusses the methods and techniques used in information gathering 
and construction of the system. The use of the waterfall model with prototyping 
was explained so as to get the best results for a risk based model, ensuring the 
quality of the end product. It also included the requirements analysis, detailing 
them in choice of hardware and giving the traits in which they were preferred for 
substantiated software. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 
·SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
AND DESIGN 
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CHAPTER4 
4.0 System Analysis and Design 
4.1 System Design 
In this chapter the specification of each chapter will be explained. After doing a 
through analysis, the system can be design and that will meet the requirement. The 
objectives of these phases are to design an effective system that meets the 
requirements and are within the constraint bounds. This is just a basic logical design . .,. 
that is going to be used in designing Interactive Learning Package for Artificial 
Neural Network and it is subjected to changes. ystem design is imp rtant fi r 
planning the overall structure of the system. Through this chapter the y tern lay ut 
and structural blueprint are documented for future use when the author w uld actually 
develop the system. 
1·l System Modeling 
A system is representation of an in-place or pr p . ed s t m th t de cribed th data 
flow through out the structure. The module de cri ed the p int wher data r 
information enters a system and the places where it \! ill pr · ss ed, us --II u the 
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actions taken and the points where data will be output. A system model is documented 
through a variety of design diagrams. A design diagram is a graphical or visual 
representation of a structure. Design diagrams include DFD, structured charts, 
decision tree and other items. 
4.3 System Hierarchy 
Representing structural design for system hierarchy for the system. 
INTERACTIVE LEARNING 
PACKAGE FOR ANN -.,,- 
I I l 
roncs TUTOIUALS GLOSSARY HELP 
LEARN INC 
"'"" MODULES 
DEMOSTRATION - 
"'"" MODULES 
Figure 23: The chart of system hierarch 
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4.3.1 Main topics 
Topic 1: Introduction 
Subtopic 1.1-The Biological Neuron Model 
» Demonstration 1: The simultaneous process between the neuron. 
The demonstration will show how the human input carried by the neuron form the 
brain and produce the human feedback like see, hear, taste and touch. 
Subtopic 1.2-Directed Graph Description of ANN 
» Demonstration 2: The directed graph of the neuron 
The demonstration will show how the neuron input processed by the processing 
element and with the transfer function and connect by the weight and then come out 
as the desired input . ..,_ 
Subtopic 1.3: Neuron Model 
1.3.l- Single Input Neuron 
);- Demonstration 3: Single Input Neuron Calculation 
The demonstration is about the calculation of the single input neuron. The user needs 
to enter the input with sequence before weight and the bias. The instruction pr vided. 
1.3 .2-Transfer Function 
1.3.3-Multiple Input Neuron 
)> Demonstration 4: Multiple Input N ur n alculation 
The demonstration is about the calculation of the multiple in ut n eur n . Th' us r 
needs to enter the input with sequence f r w ight and the ia . '{HI. · it th · 
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multiple neuron so the user can change the amount of 2. and 3 input. The instruction 
provided. 
Subtopic 1.4: Network Architecture 
1.4. l: Layer of Neuron 
1.4.2 - Multilayer Neuron 
This subtopic will discuss about the layer of the neuron and how it work with the 
calculation. 
!opie 2: PerceptronNetworki 
Subtopic 2.1 : Neuron Model 
This subtopic will discuss about the history of the Perceptr n and the a ic neuron 
model. 
Subtopic 2.2: Perceptron Learning Rules 
This topic will discuss about the transfer function of the Perceptron description 
about the Perceptron learning rule, how to constructing the Perceptron earning Ru! 
With the example of solved problem. All the minor subtopic are explain d clearly. 
Subtopic 2.3: Perceptron Network Architecture 
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This topic will discuss about the Perceptron architecture form the single input to the 
multiple input with the picture explanation and the formula to search the decision 
boundary with graph. 
Topic 3: Feed forward NetWork 
Subtopic 3.1: Feed Forward Neuron Model. 
This subtopic will discuss about the basic of Feed forward network, the advantages 
and disadvantages. Also the explanation of neuron model. 
Subtopic 3.2: Feed Forward Basic Architecture 
. ..,. 
This topic will discuss the architecture, the description on how fl ed ti rward functi n 
step on how to calculate the activation function for the hidden nodes the squa hing 
function, the picture of the single layer and multi player Feed Forward. 
)..- Demonstration 4: Calculation of Activation Function 
On Hidden Node . 
The demonstrati n shows the calculation on how to get the activati n functi n fi r the 
hidden nodes. Bef re the user start the demo, the example will be giv n in d tail 
they can understand clearly what to do. The user needs to enter the input with 
sequence before weight and the value of the hidden n des .Becau e it th multiple 
neuron so the user can change the amount of 2 and 3 input. The in tructi n pr id d. 
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Subtopic 3.3: Feed Forward Training 
This topic will discuss the Feed Forward training algorithm, training process step by 
step in details. 
Topic 4: Recurrent 
Subtopic 4.1: Recurrent Neuron Model 
This subtopic will discuss about the basic recurrent neuron model and the example of 
the Recurrent network. : Hopfield and Elman in details. 
);;>- Demonstration 5: Recurrent Neuron Model 
The demonstration will show the movement of the neuron input goes to contex layer 
before processed in the Ifidden layer and come out as the desired output. 
Topic S: Self Organizing Maps (SOM) 
Subtopic 5.1: SOM Neuron Model 
This subtopic will discuss about the basic design of the OM neur n m del the 1 
dimensional and 2 dimensional model along the attractive picture al o the 
understandable explanations. 
Subtopic 5.2: SOM Training 
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This topic will discuss the SOM algorithm step by step, modes of SOM operation, 
how to get the self organizing feature maps through the algorithm and how to find the 
Euclidean Distance. 
};;:>- Demonstration 6: Calculation on how to find the Euclidean 
Distance. 
The demonstration shows the calculation of the Euclidean Distance on how to get the 
winning neuron from the minimum distance of input and weight vector. Before the 
user start the demo, the example will be given in detail so they can understand clearly 
what to do. The user needs to enter the input with sequence before weight. Because it 
the multi input neuron so the user can change the amount of input. The instruction 
provided. 
4.3.2 Tutorial 
At the main menu also got the link to the Tutorial. In this page provided the 
tutorial for every topics.Therefore, every time they finished certain t pie 
they can go to do self - evaluation through the exercises. The tutorial are 
included the mathematical calculations or cornprehensi n in application within 
:five question per topics. The student can assess therns Ives when they try the 
tutorial repeatly.From there, they will know the level f the under tanding in 
how certain subject topic. The tutorial provided are in the rnultichoice 
question with A, B, C, and D answer. The student must read through the 
question before they answer because when they elected the c mrnand will 
come out either correct (right symbol or incorr t 
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4.3.3 Glossary 
This module will help user to find the certain important word to know the 
meaning in more detail. The word can be finding through the sequences of 
alphabetical and the user only need to pick one word and select used the front 
alphabet and the system will list down all the meaning for the particular word. 
4.3.4 Help 
The module will help the user on how to use the whole package especially 
when they have a problem in demonstration modules. Also if the users do not 
know how to use the certain function in this module they can go to the Help 
link and search" out. The system are provided the solution how to solve it 
through the user's guide. 
4.4 Flow Chart of System 
The flow chart presents the flow of the series for every each module in the Interactive 
Learning Package for Artificial Neural Network. very figure i pictured with m re 
detail and specifically representing the flow chart of the system. 
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User 
Main menu 
Main topics 
u ~r1a 
Glossary 
Help 
Figure 25: Flow Chart of ystem 
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4.5 Context Diagram for Interactive Leaming Package for Artificial Neural 
Network 
Main Topics 
, , 
Interactive Learning 
I Tutorial I I Help I Package for Artificial ~ ~ - I I .... 
Neural Network 
'-fa'- 
~ ~ 
Glossary 
Figure 26: System's Context Diagram Un
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4.6 Data Flow Diagram (DFD) 
The DFD is used as the system-modeling tool for the learning package. A DFD is a 
graphical illustration that shows the flow of data and logic within a system. Reason 
why DFD modeling system is used for the package: 
• It gives the author the freedom from committing to the technical 
implementation of the system too early. This is because the symbols used do 
not specify the physical aspects of implementation. Therefore it still gives me 
room for changes and enhancing 
• It also gives t~ author a better understanding of the interrelatedness of the 
package system and sub systems. It allows differentiating the system from its 
environment by locating it boundaries. 
• It allows author to communicate the current system knowledge to the lecturer 
whereby DFD shows an incomplete representation of my understanding, 
therefore any required changes can be incorporated to the system effectively. 
Necessary background i provided so that the data fl w diagram will e 
meaningful rather than confusing. 
• It also allows the author. to describe each component used in the diagram 
whereby to ensure all necessary output can be obtained from the input data and 
that processing logic is reflected in the diagram. M re er it ls all w arl 
detection and correcting error and design 0 w in th earl sta ' . 
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4.6.I DFD for Interactive Learning Package for Artificial Neural Network 
The DFD for the system are divided into two levels where level one is for the main 
menu and the second level is for the main topics. The figure below showed the DFD 
for the system. 
,r ., 
Selection 0 Record ... Leaming ... ... The System User ... Package ,.. - for ANN 
Processed .,. ,, 
selection 
· -'° Figure 27: Data Flow Diagram Level 0 
4.6.2 DFD of the First Level for the Main Menu 
" - r---._ Selection J 0 
Screen ... Process .... 
User Selection ... .... .... Menu ~ 
Processed \. "" 
selection A • 
Retrieve 
fr m 
system 
,~ 
Menu cont ·nts 
) I 
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Figure 28: Data Flow Diagram First Level 
The figure above is the first level of DFD in learning package where the user can 
choose which level the user wants to view. From the main menu the user can select 
any of the five main topics, certain subtopics, tutorials, glossary and help to view. For 
instance if the user were select the first topic-Introduction topic from the main menu, 
this selection will be process and the selected screen will display. The user will 
always have the ability to quit the system whenever they want. In every screen the 
user will be able to view each other topics in the particular level by clicking on the 
link button. A back linltalso provided in the screen to ease navigation and to allow the 
user the ability to traverse back and forth between the pages. 
4.6.3 DFD of the Second Level for the Main Modules. 
Selection 
of module Process 
Selection 
crecn 
User Module 
~tri ve 
from 
system 
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Figure 29: Data Flow Diagram Second Level 
In the second level of DFD that included all the five main modules of the learning 
package included Introduction of Artificial Neural Network, Recurrent, Perceptron, 
Feed Forward and SOM. Above are the processes that happen when the user clicks on 
the particular link button at the main menu. When the user click on the link of the last 
topic-SOM in the menu page, where it is will be divided into several other subtopic. 
The user is allowed to select any subtopics they want to view. The particular subtopics 
will have their own demonstration on calculations or others thus if the user want to 
view and the link button are provided. 
4.6.4 DFD for Demonstration modules 
Button for r ., 
Demonstration 2.0 Screen 
User . r .. Demonstrations Process r 
- Linking 
~ '. 
Retrieve 
~ .... from ~ Explanations ~ system .. 
1' 
! , 
I I Leaming em . Modu Jes modules 
Figure 30: Data Flow Diagram for Demonstration Module 
Figure above showed the process for a demonstration in the first main 
Introduction for example, in the main menu. Wh n a u ser 'Ii . n th" purti iulur 
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interface content, for instance second subtopic-Directed Graph of ANN, the selection 
will be process and the demonstration interface will then displayed on the screen to 
the user. The user can choose to go back to the explanation page with the button 
provided. 
DFD for Tutorial Module 
Selection of r 
topics 3.0 Screen 
... ~ 
User ~ Process .- Tutorials 
Selection ~ 
... H 
Retrieve 
from 
.. .,. system 
•r 
Tut rial con tent 
Figure 31: Data Flow Diagram for Tutorial module 
4.6.4.1 DFD for the Child Tutorial Module. 
Answer 
uestions 
Me sage Question 
) .2. J Topic Answer Process 
answers 
Re ult Generate 
questions 
User 
) J 
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User Notes 
Modules 
...__ _ 
Figure 32: Data Flow Diagram for child diagram of Tutorial module 
When the user enters the selection for tutorial than the above process will take place. 
The tutorial will be retrieved from the system and displayed to the user. The user can 
choose to either answer or return to the particular menu's main page continues with 
the note module. If the user were answer the tutorial incorrectly an error symbol will 
be displayed. The user will be able to choose certain example for every topic by going 
back to the menu page of that particular topic. 
4.7.6 DFD for Glossary Module 
.~ ... 
r--.._ Selection of 4.0 an alphabet Screen 
User 
~ ~ 
r 
Process r Olossary 
Selection 
"- ~ '~ 
Retrieve 
from 
system 
.... 
Fisure 33: Data Flow Diazram for Glossarv 
The Glossary module is a general part in the learning package t mak sur th • us ·r 
can retrieved the meaning of the important w rd that th u. r sh ul n . Th · 
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4.7.7 DFD for Help 
Click Help / ' 
button 5. 0 Screen . . 
Learning . User - Help ~ 
Package System 
- display for ANN 
\. ~ 
explanation 
Figure 34: Data Flow Diagram for Help Modules 
The help function gives the user guidance on how to navigate the system correctly in 
the way to achieve the optimum performance level. They can type the key word of 
those questions, subn'.)µ to the system and answers will be di played directly. 
4.8 User Interface Design 
4.8.J Welcoming Interface Design 
INTELLIGENT LE.ARNING PACKAGE 
FOR ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK 
I ENTE~ ] 
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The above user interface is for weJcoming all users ·when they visit this web site. The 
design is meant where it given and expression that they wilJ be going to enjoy this site 
exploring every interface. The top text will be the themes for the system. As for the 
link just in the graphic text, it will be requiring the user to click on the icon bar to go 
to the next interface that's the main menu. 
4.8.2 Main Menu Interface Design 
MAIN MENU 
MAIN 
'1'0PTl.~ TUTORIAL 
GLOSSARY HELP 
Leaming 
Modul [Quit 
Figure 36: Main Menu Design 
The figure a~ove is the user interface for the main menu. It i designed whereb by 
Option buttons wi II be located on the right side on the screen. There will be an option 
link, which the user needs to select any menu to cnt ·r the election topic. In th main 
topics the user can choose either notes or demo modules. Thi option 1 ink butt n i the 
main module of the system. 
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4.8.3 Demonstration Modules Interface Design 
DEMONSTRATION 
TITTLE 
Quit INSTRUCTIONS 
DEMONSTRATION 
~ 
L_::_j CHANGE INPUT 
Figure 37: Demonstration Module Design 
The figure on the la.st'"page is the user interface for the demonstration modul s. lt is 
designed whereby by option buttons will be located on the I ft ide on the crecn. Jn 
some subtopic here are some demonstration needed and when the u ers click at the 
demonstration link at the notes modules the system will go to the demon trati n 
screen that it will show the demonstration. There will be an option link, which the 
user needs to select to calculate the calculation: calculate it and change the input: 
change. utton quit will bring the user back to the cxplanati n bcf re. 
4.9 Excepted Output 
1t is expected that after utilizing the learning package. the stud nl and th I tur ·r 
would have a better understanding of ANN. lt i s al thut the will n I 111•1 
) I 
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suffer from computer anxiety but have total confidence in approaching the 
Information Computer Technology (JCT) nowadays. And also they would be able to 
apply their knowledge more comprehensively using the cognitive theory (interactive 
learning) 
. ·'1" 
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CHAPTERS 
5.0 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
5.1 Introduction 
System implementation is the following phase after system design. It is a process that 
converts the system requirements and design into 'production'. Its also includes building 
and testing the system, which it also called the construction phase. Construction phase of 
the system involves the conversion of the system requirements and design into program 
codes. · 
5.2 System Coding 
Coding is the process that translates a detail design representation of software into a 
Programming language realization. Notes that, the coding secti n just involving th build 
of interactive application part and for creating a web page, which i implemented u ing 
the programming language. The following coding principles were applied during the 
implementation of learning package. 
• .Coding conventions 
Coding conventions such as program labeling, naming conne ti 
Conventions and indentation contribute to ro tram adu ilit '· 
nammg 
I )( 
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• Readability 
Codes should be very easily revised or corrected. To facilitate maintenance, code should 
be readable, modular and as general as possible. 
• Robustness 
The codes should be able to handle cases of user error by responding appropriately, 
perhaps with a diagnostic error message and system failure should not result. 
5.3 Coding Methodology 
The desif,'11 of the system ·1-i-t'tst be translated into a form that can be understood r run by 
the machine. The code generation steps perform this task. These learning package 
moduJes were written using programming language. Method used for coding this learning 
Package is top-down method where high-level modules will be coded fir t and the lower 
modules which to be filled later. The lower module is only a shell with an entry and an 
exit. This approach in used is allowed testing to begin on some of the modules while 
others are still being coded. 
5.4 Coding Style 
Below are descriptions of the code scraps for the interacti e learning package for the 
overall system module and the demonstration modules. 
I ) I 
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5.4.1 Coding for connecting the Welcoming coding · 
After combining all the movie files into one folder namely 'Tesis' ,a projector file is 
created in order to change all this movie file (.swf) to Tesis.exe file. A simple coding 
written to integrate this file with the Welcoming and Main Menu page. The coding for the 
is shown below: 
fscommand("fullscreen", "true"); 
fscommand("showmenu", "false"); 
fscommand("allowscale", "false"); 
fscommand("trapallkeys", "false"); 
. ,.,. 
gotoAndPlay( 1 ); 
5.4.2 Coding for connecting all movie files into 1 movie. 
All movies files must be placed in the same folder a simple coding i 
written to connect all the movie files. he code is shown bel w: 
Welcoming Coding 
on (release) { 
loadMovie("Demo_l.swf', 1); 
} 
I ( 
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5.4.3 Coding to loading the Learning Modules to the Demonstration.Module 
on (release) { 
loadMovieNum("content_layout.swf', O); 
5.4.4 Coding for connecting the Main Topic to the Contents Topic 
All main topics are connecting to the contents with the same simple coding. 
The coding is shown below: 
on (i~ease) { 
gotoAndPlay("content", 1 ); 
} 
It's the same coding like tutorials just change the scene name. 
on (release) { 
gotoAndPlay("tutorial 1",1 ); 
} 
I ( 
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5.4.5 Coding for the Demonstration 3 
There are four main coding: 
Coding for Calculate button 
on (press) { 
var n, w, p, ; { 
n = (wl *p1+int(b))+int(w2*p2+int(b)); 
gotoAndPlay(2); 
Coding for transfer function button 
Hardlim 
on (release) { 
if (n>O) { 
a= o· ' 
} else if (n = 0) { 
a= 1; 
} 
} 
on (press) { 
if (n>O) { 
a=O; 
} else if(n =O) { 
I 0 I 
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a= 1; 
} 
gotoAndPlay(25); } 
Pu rel in 
on (release) { 
a= int(n); 
} 
on (press) { 
a= int(n); 
gotoAndPfa~~20); 
} 
Saturing Line 
on (release) { 
if (n<O) { 
a=O; 
} else if ((n>=O) && (n<=l )) { 
a= int(n); 
} 
IC 
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on (press) { 
if (n<O) { 
a=O; 
} else if ((n>=O) && (n<=J )) { 
a= int(n); 
} 
gotoAndPlay(30); 
} 
·- 5.4.6 Coding for the Demonstration 4 
Coding for '<!"alculate button for two inputs 
on (press) { 
var n, w, p, b; 
II if (((p<=-2)ll(p>=2)) && ((w<=-2)1\(w>=2)) && ((w<=-2)11( >=2 ) { 
n = (wl*pl+int(b)) int(w2*p2+int(b)); 
II } 
gotoAndPlay(2); 
} 
I() 
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Coding for Calculate button for three inputs 
on (press) ' 
var n, w, p, b; 
" =-- II ,,>=_))) II if ( p< -2)11 p> 2) I 
n = (wl *pl int(b)) int(w2*p2-1 int(b))+int(w3*p3+int(b))~ 
II } 
II gotoAndPlay(22); 
} 
input. 
arnc with th tran fer f uncti n c ding in em nstr ti n 
oding for 
n prcssj ] 
if nin = _) 
g t AndPla "in ut -" ; 
1 cl e if nin 3 
1 t An l la "in] ut " · 
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5.4. 7 Coding for the Demonstration 6 
Coding for Calculate Button for One Input 
on (press) { 
var h; 
j = p*w; 
hl = (p*wl ); 
h2 = (p*w2); 
h = hl+h2; 
o = 1/(l+(Math.pow(Math.E, h)));} 
Coding for Calculate Button for Two Input 
on (press) { 
var J; 
h I = (p 1 "wl J)+(p2"'w21) (p3*w3 I); 
h2 = (p I *wl2)+(p2*w22)+(p3*w32); 
h3 =(pl *wl 3)+(p2*w23)+(p3*w33); 
h4 =(pl *w14)+(p2*w24)+(p3*w34); 
j = h I +h2+h3+h4; 
I 08 
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Coding for Calculate Button for Three Input 
on (press) { 
var 3; 
h 1 =(pl *wl 1 )+(p2*w21 )+(p3*w31 ); 
h2 =(pl *w12)+(p2*w22)+(p3*w32); 
h3 =(pl *wl 3)+(p2*w23)+(p3*w33); 
h4 =(pl *wl4)+(p2*w24)+(p3*w34); 
j = h]+h2+h3+h4; 
o = l/(l+(Math.pow(Math.E, Math.abs(j)))); 
···• 
5.4. 7 Coding For Demonstration 7 
Coding for Calculate button for one inputs 
on (press) { 
ed = Math.sqrt(Math.pow((x~y), 2)); 
} 
10 
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Coding for .alcular button for thre 
var j; 
n (pre s) { 
j =Math. ow( ·I- I , -) Math.p \ ( x2- 2), 2)+Math.pow((x3-y3), 2); 
d =Math. qrtU)· 
} 
n pre ) 
ar j· 
j Math.p w( 1- 1 , 2 1 Math. 
ed =Math. qrtU ; 
l I 
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Coding for Calculate button for four inputs 
on (press) { 
var J; 
j = Math.pow((xl-yl), 2)+Math.pow((x2-y2), 2)+Math.pow( ,3_ 
y3), 2)+Math.pow((x4-y4), 2); 
ed = Math.sqrttj); 
} 
..... 
5.5 System Development 
The development environment influence part of a system production. The u age 
of appropriate tools, software and hardware determines whether or not the tern 
is successful formed. This phase must be carefully c nstructed, a an mi take 
would affect the entire pr ject. The three secti ns that mu t be nsid red t 
intensify the system quality are: 
i). Development strategy 
For the certain system, each modul rs s ver 1 n t u h th· . Th 1 .Iorc, th 
bottom-up dev loprn ·nl strat ' us ·d und ' 111 Jul· is nstruct I 
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separately. At the last' part, the modules are combined to produce the complete 
system. 
ii). Development platform configuration 
This development has a certain impact on the development of a system. 
Using the suitable hardware and software will not only help to p cd up 
the system development but also determine the success of the project. 
iii). Development techniques 
- 
a) 
... . 
Prototype product10n 
During the prototype stage, a lot of things must be considered like u er 
interface, user input, and the output design. Frequent! , while 
prototyping all the module were initially fix. After that, Macr media 
Flash MX coding will take place to make orne function worked. he 
prototype was created in module by module bef re th were m incd 
become one complete system. 
b) Testing 
Testing is performed to ensure that the program ar rre t I 
and conform to the specified requir ment . 
11_ 
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5.6 System Integration 
This aspect is one of the important aspects that ensuring the system meets all 
requirements. Integration will make all the separate modules were combined to 
make one complete system .Omissions that were not recognized during the 
module testing were corrected during the integration process and the errors also 
can be easily corrected. 
5.7 Summary 
The System Implementation discussed a few important aspects of the Interactive 
Leaming package for Artificial Neural Network for Demonstration Module. Thi 
·- 
chapter also reviews all the important coding for the system and the 
. ··t- 
demonstration module. All the coding explained are fully programmed b lash 
MX and the language is similar like the Java Scripts. Th ystem dev lopment 
were discussed about three important aspects which are the development trategy, 
development platform configurations and development techniques 
11 
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CHAPTER 6. 
6.0 System Testing 
6.1 Introduction 
System Testing is a probably the least understood part of the software development 
project Bug is any unexpected, questionable or undesired aspect or behavi r 
displayed, facilitated or caused by the software being tested. Testing can unc ver - 
different classes of error in a minimum of time and with a minimum amount of .. .,. 
effort. 
6·2 Testing Phase 
There are five major types of testing in the system testing and th re are h wn 
below: 
• Unit Testing 
The Unit Testing is the process of testing each pr gram c m ncnt units O\ nan I 
the component is totally isolated from the rest of the omp nent in th · 1.1 ·111. 
Each . ub modulus can be referred as a sing! unit. In r .rf rm unit l ·stin 1, 
I 1 ·1 
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the module interface is tested to ensure that information.flows properly into and 
out from the program unit during testing. 
• Module testing 
A module is a collection of dependent components and encapsulates where 
related components. Module testing enables each module to be tested 
independently. 
• Integration testing 
When collection ofa components have been module tested. The next tep is t 
ensure that the interface among the components are delivered and handled 
properly. Integration testing is the process of verifying that the ystem c mputer 
work together as desired in the system and program design sp cifically. 
Condition to test 
Data I steps to 
Expected results 
perform aft r tc ting 
-Select the certain -The answer will -Thi! 
tutorial. come out answer 
-Answer the immediate) appearing 111 ight 
Tutorials 
selected question -There will b mb I ith 
-Pick only one ommand und, 
answer wh zth r th' us r' \ I 1)1 
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---~~~~~--1-~~~~~~~-r---~~~~---~--t~~~~~~----l 
-Select the wanted -The pages of the -Every page are 
meanmg of the certain meaning will having the same 
word. displayed and listed. contents of 
alphabet m order 
form Ato Z. 
-Make the user 
feel user friendly 
and they can 
navigate ea i r. 
----~~~~~-1-~~~~~~~-t-~~~--:~~~-+~~~~~~----l 
-Select the Help part -the Help front page - very butt n in 
from the 'Main will be displayed Help will all w 
Menu' if users have and there will have user to go to other 
any doubts. the linking button. linking in Help. 
-----~~~~~l--~~~~~~~+-~~~~-~~~-4-~~~~~~----l 
-Select the topic that -the topic will be -the dem will a k 
provided demo: displayed and search the u er input. 
feed ·orward f r the demo -the bun n n the 
-click the dcm page will fun ti n 
button when the u: er 
enter the input. 
Glossary 
- 
Help 
Demonstrations 
wrong answer 
answer is correct or answer rs 
not. appeanng 
wrong symbol also 
with added sound. 
answer it will give 
the correct or the 
-Select at the 
alphabet of the 
word. · 
Fisure 38: Integration testing for certain module· 
b . 
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• System testing 
The last testing procedure completed is system testing. System testing tests all 
implementation aspects of the design. Once the entire system is validated it 
must be combined with other system elements such as hardware, end user and 
database.Sytem testing verifies that elements are functioning properly and the 
overall system performed and objectives are achieved. 
In this case Interactive Learning Package for ANN must achieve reliability, 
robustness, accuracy and modularity. Next is the performance testing where 
function performance is evaluated. The performance testing con ists fa variety 
of testing. These 'tfsts depend in the non. functional ystem pecified. 
Configuration tests are conducted on various types of hardware and the re ult 
must meet minimum requirement. The best results will appear when the 
hardware configuration is above the minimum requirements.The table above i 
the system testing for the whole system. 
Testing Part Test procedures Expected Output R 'ult of Te ting 
-Select the enter 
button to come m 
the 'Main Menu' 
-Select the 'Quit' 
button to exit the 
sys tern. 
-Go to the main -The wcl ming 
menu page. ice in erted at 
the v elcorning 
a k us ·r t 
th ·11t ·r 
butt 11 to 
Welcoming Page 
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-Click at the displayed. displayed and user 
'Learning Module' -the next and can get the 
Main menu button to get an previous button also contents or the 
explanation details displayed. demo included. 
about demo. - -user can go to the 
next and previou 
page. 
~ 
-Select the one topic -The Perceptron -User can click at 
from the 'Main front page will the subtopic and 
Topic Menu' through the displayed then the subtopic 
-- button :Perceptron page will be 
...___ ···•· displayed. 
main menu. 
-Select topics from -the menus for the -the selected topic 
the 'Main Menu' 'Main Topic; will be page will be 
Figure 39: System testing for whole system 
• Acceptance testing 
This testing i defined as the process f formal testing c nducte t det rrnme 
whether or not the system satisfies with acceptance criteria and t enable the 
user to determine whether or not they ace pt the stem. Th pur e f thi 
testing is to ensure that user's requirement objecti e ar met and all the 
components are correctly included in a customer package. 
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6.3 Testing Strategies 
The objectives are to design and organize testing activities. Strategies will make 
testing processes simply performed. There are a lot of testing strategies such as: 
i ). Develop test objectives 
ii). Design test cases 
iii). Compose test cases ·- 
iv). Testing,W.st cases 
v). Implementing test cases - 
vi). Validating testing results 
6.4 Maintenance Testin 1 
After software system has been verified, tested and implementati n it mu t 
continue to be maintained.Maintance routines will cry depending on the t p and 
the complexity of the technology. System will need to e maintained t ·n ur that 
they continue to perform to the level demonstrated durin ' th .tem t .stin 1 stuu , 
where modifications to oftware are mad a a r isult r s 1st m maintun · · :111 I 
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upgrades. It may be necessary to investigate.furthermore for the system verification 
and testing to ensure that standards are still met by the modified system. 
6.5 Summary 
··- 
The System Testing discussed clearly about the testing processes which were 
performed on the system. Testing is the requirement to test the constructed 
programs to search out any program faults. Many techniques such as reviews, 
analysis, inspections and walkthroughs were performed for the te ting ystem t 
make sure that the ..f)'stem is flowing smooth. Debugging activity which als 
supports the testing processes is a method of analyzing and locating bug when the 
system does not work properly. The levels of testing that corr p nd t the f 
software specification, were the module testing, integration testing, ystem testing 
user acceptance testing and maintance. 
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CHAPTER 7 
7.0 System Evaluation 
System evaluation is the stage where the system was fully tested and no error, to 
have the system evaluation we are conducted a survey to evaluate the 
effectiveness and any difficulties that faced by the user. The objectives are to 
define all the weakness or the advantages of the learning package in the ways to 
meets the users' requirement and expectation. 
7.1 Evaluation Manual 
After the system was fully developed, user evaluation wa c nducted t a c the 
effectiveness, the general of this Interactive Leaming Package m dule . Fi e 
sample were taken from my course mate in Artificial lntellig nc partmcnt 
and five samples were taken from the other non Artificial Intelligence tudent. 
The user evaluation's questionnaire can be obtained from the appendi · at th end 
of the report. 
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7.1.1 Interface Evaluation 
Result: 
QUESTION 4 
Al STUDENT NONAI 
STUDENT 
EVALUATION 
•Very suitable 
•Suitable 
0 Unsuitable 
O Very Unsuitable 
J - 
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QUESTION 5 
en 
~ 4 w 
~ 3 -+--- en z 2 +--- 
<( 
LL 1 8 0 
z 
•Very Interactive 
•Interactive 
O Unattractive 
O Very Unattractive J 
1--~-•--- 
NONAI 
STUDENT 
EVALUATION 
Al STUDENT 
QUESTION 6 
•Very Clear 
•Clear 
D Unclear 
0 Cannot follow NONA! 
STUDENT 
EVALUATION 
Most of the respondent agre d that the layout de ign and the ol r ornbination 
for the learning package are very interactive. It' the am thing with the 
instruction given in the both modules are very clear and can be f II ·d th 
students. 
u: 
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7.1.2 Navigation Evaluation 
Result: 
QUESTION 7 
en a:: w 2.5 
3: 2 en z 1.5 
< 1 
~ 0.5 
0 0 
z Al STUDENT NONAI 
STUDENT 
EVALUATION 
•Agree 
•Somewhat Agree 
DSomewhat 
disagree 
DDisagree 
QUESTION 9 
NONAI 
STUDENT 
EVALUATION 
•Very suitable 
•Suitable 
D Unsuitable 
D Very Unsuitable 
Some of the respondent agreed that for the navigation the u er can na igate 
through the pages without any assistanc~. The relation hip between the t\ 
modules are also suitable and they commented that the linking b 't icn (\ o 
modules not in the proper ways. 
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7.1.3 Help Evaluation 
Result: 
QUESTION 1 
----1•Very suitable 
___ _,•Suitable 
0 Unsuitable 
0 Very Unsuitable 
Al STUDENT NON Al 
STUDENT 
EVALUATION 
en 
0::: w 4 
~ 3 z 2 
~ 1 
0 0 
0 z 
QUESTION 3 
• •Very suitable •Suitable D Unsuitable 
D Very Unsuitable NONAI 
STUDENT 
EVALUATION 
Al STUDENT 
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QUESTION 8 
UJ 
Di:: 
w 41 •Ease of use 
! !flll Knowledge ~ gained I - •Understand better 0 z Al STUDENT NONAI 
STUDENT DNone 
EVALUATION ' : 
Generally, the respondent agreed that the scope of the content is suitable for the 
student, and the levels of difficulties are also suitable any for the students level 
and course. Most of the respondents have gained knowledge about ANN, ome of 
the respondents understand the subject although they learn in the short time and 
for the Al student they find it easy to use this package. 
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7.1.4 Performance Evaluation · 
Result: 
QUESTION 2 
en 
0:: 
w 4 -, i ;El 
LL. 1 
0 0 
~ Al STUDENT 
Very Effective 
NONAI 
STUDENT 
EVALUATION 
Ineffectiveness 
QUESTION 10 
Cl) 
0:: 4 
~ 3-4--- 
C/) 
z 2 -4---- <( 
IJ.. 1 -4--- 
0 
0 0 -+-- 
z 
•Frustrated 
Bored 
•Interesting 
D Indifferent 
Al STUDENT NON Al STUDENT 
EVALUATION 
lt is clear that the AI students and non-AI student find it cffecti e t u e thi · 
system after they have tested it for the very first time. For the non Al tudent, the 1 
find it the topic is very interesting and easier lo learn in thi , a . Whil Al 
students oncludcd that they would like to us this pa kn. 1e r r I amine purr S-' 
as it provid • the information und lhu d ·m n trati in th 1 want d t learn. 
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7.1.5 Summary 
The System Evaluation, a survey is to asses the user evaluation about the package. 
Also to check on the effectiveness, interactiveness and the robustness of the 
system. The survey like this will allowed the author to get the feed back of other 
user to improve the system. 
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. CHAPTER EIGHT : 
DISCUSSION AND 
CONCLUSIONS 
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CHAPTERS 
8.0 DISCUSSJON AND CONCLUSION 
8.1 Problems Encountered and Recommended Solutions 
Some problem was encountered in the development of the Interactive Learning 
Package for ANN. These probJems, together with the approaches taken to solve 
them are documented into two separate sections: 
• Project studies and analysis 
• Project implementation and testing 
8.1.1 Problem and Solution 
Project studies and analysis in respect of window based learning system are 
needed in order to have a basic knowledge for the development of thi s stem. 
The problems encountered during these phases are e tplained b low. 
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• Difficulties in choosing a development technology, programming and 
tools 
Our technology is leading toward a new era. There are many software tools 
available to develop the system as stated in a chapter before. Choosing the 
suitable technology and tools was a critical process as all tools have their 
strength and weakness .In addition the availability of the required tool for the 
development is also being considered. 
In order to solve this problem, seeking advices and views from ernor 
previous project, ask for supervisor advises also the course mates. 
• Lack of ANN knowledge 
Development of the powerful system requires a deep understanding in the 
ANN. During the selection of the suitable stuff and notes for the demo, many 
problems encountered because of the lack of the ANN knowledge. To 
overcome this problem, other ANN books besides recommended b k by Mr. 
Woo had been tudied, 
• Determines the scope of the system 
It is possible to build the full scale complete s stem ' ithin the tim Cram 
given. This sy tern consi ts five main topi · an it is hu s. stem. 
In , l cri me with th I .arnim; p ka 1 , th 1 • elopm ·111 uus • th 
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in determining the scope of the system. Many discussions were held with 
project supervisor to continue the scope that had been defined. An analysis of 
the current system was done. 
8.2 System Strengths 
• Easy to use interface 
The Learning Package is designed with two different interfaces that are 
categorized to Leaming Module and Demonstration Module. The color of the 
background are interactive and the user can select the main menu ea ier 
because the titles are stated in the nice and big font. 
• Tutorial answers 
In the tutorial session, when the user answer the question they will be h wn 
the correct answer automatically. The users will know their level f electing 
the answer. Sounds were added to make user feel interesting while answering 
the question. 
• Interactive Demonstrations 
The user is provided with the interactive demo because the u r an nt r th , 
input and see the changes when they put their nm om in1 ut m a11i11, :1 h 
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demo only come out when the user click on the Demo button and 'it will 
appear without wait a long time. 
8.4 System Limitations 
Every system should have their limitations. For the Interactive Leaming Package 
for ANN the limitations are: 
• Linking to Demonstration Module 
The Leaming Modules are only have linking at the main menu. lt hould have 
in every demonstration pages. 
• Limited tutorial question 
The tutorial provided are very less because only five questions. The tud nt 
cannot ·evaluate their performances very well. Al o with the format of the 
questions. It must be variety. 
l 7 
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• Limited demonstration 
Now the system only got six demos and for the topic Perceptron and Feed 
Forward doesn't have the demo but only the solved problem. For the next time 
the two topic must have their own demos. 
8.3 Future Enhancements 
The tutorials must be added from five or maybe to 20 questions. All the questions 
have divided into more than one design such as like subjective, and false or wrong 
and etc.So that the student can try and tested widely. Also about the linking from 
learning module to the demonstration module is should have done subtopic by 
subtopic. The interfaces also must be the same so that the user cannot get 
confused. This will allow the user to see the demonstration from the learning 
module without delay of browsing through all the pages in the demonstration 
·module from the starting. Although it is the interactive learning package but the 
animations in thi system are less than user expected and for the next time the 
designer must have to add in order to create more interactive and interesting 
learning. 
I 8 
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8.4 Summary 
This is the last system to encounter. The entire problems are ending with the 
solution. Its discussed all about the problem faced such as identifying problems, 
system strengths and limitations and future enhancements for the system. Mostly 
the system will having the problem at beginning. The discussion and conclusion 
chapter concludes with few suggestions for future enhancements that can be made 
on the learning package. 
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Getting started 
Part 1: Installation Guide 
Part 2: Main Menu 
Part 3: Main Topics 
Part 4: Tutorial 
Part 5: Glossary 
Part 6: Help 
Part 7: Demonstartions 
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Part 1: Installation Guide 
There is an application to install Interactive Learning Package f r Artificis l N ural 
Network. The hardware and software requirements are the important term for th 
installation. 
Hardware and software requirement 
• 
32 MB RAM or more 
At least Pentium MMX 166 MB process r 
Minimum of 100 MB free hard disk space 
Other standard peripherals including keyb ard, m u c, speaker. 
Operating system Windows 95/98/200/M /NT/XP 
• 
• 
• 
• 
The installation steps involved are listed elow. 
l.!!!tullation of Interactive Learning Package (Demonstrntion ModulcR) 
• Insert the R Mint R M dri r. 
• Got My omputer 
• 
• .ar h r f I name emo. 
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• Click on the DEMO.swf (flash movie) 
• Main menu is then displayed. 
Fi ure I: Main Menu 
• U er hav t cli k the cnt r un n t ct int th rnam rn nu 
• If the user want to quit the system io to the top pag Un
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Part 2: Main Menu 
Figure 2: Main Menu Interface 
• n the main menu lect the ecti n required licking n th t pie . 
• he entire t pie ther ar th" utt n. 
• Ii k n th quit nth t p f th pa ' ult n c, it th· rn dulc 
• h four main cti n link din th main menu ar li t · t ·I w: 
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Section 
Glossary 
Descriptions 
Help -Contains all help manual .Main menu, Tutorial, lossary. 
-The title is connected t the glossary c ntcnts 
-Thc title is connected lo the lcarnin ' module part. 
Learning Module - ontains (; ur titles: Introduction of ANN, Pere iptron, · , id 
Forward, Recurrent, and, (. M. 
Main Topics 
Tutorials 
-Contains four titles: Introduction <if ANN, Perceptron, Fe d 
Forward, Recurrent, and SOM. 
-Each title is connected to the main contents. 
- 
-Contains four chapters of tutorial for each topic. 
-Each title provide links to the selected tutorial 
-Contains all the meaning of the selected word. 
-The title is connected to the glossary contents. 
\Ii 
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Part 3: Main Topics 
learning and Connection 
+ t.h«: brain 1~ ablt ta fuN~t1ort 1n the event. ot socvercd c:unr1ect.1onr> ar ai=.od 
n<:ur"nr; 1.1nd HDll' tCI VdlJIH to nttw mr:mC:1r1~~ 11nd function . 
_. t" form new "ar'lnt1r.Uun~ bclwccf'I neuron 1t tllkC' pl.'lc:r nt ~yn.'lp~ t:. llnd 
11r•e medtlltc:d by thl" (f.'11 llfll "' nr:urC1cr11nrimittcr cnl1m1c11li:. 
_. thcfit>, l'ltwrtttranfim•ct rs- ~ltcr tne ff cnve 11trcnot11 uf thC' 1gnlll w111c:11 
C:~l'I Pllrif! be1W'1Ct'I neu(UM. 
_. ri~ey pO§§Et§ unique fe.11turu wt11't1 are crucl<il to tne tunn1on1n9 ot tne 
cerm·<1t Rerv(wt §'( tem. 
4 rl~ur'Cil'I rt18i norn receive 11nd f<.'nd our tignalf ro r1'!19hbor1n9 neuron' In 
tne form c:;f elecrr1ca1 DtJlf-Of, 
.. A llCllrOr1 lj; nunr UP ot rhree main o~rtf : cell body,dcndrltcs a n d iJXOn 
Learning module 81,lfilJW J1[.t{f ltl amt.]UOl llD!m 
• This is the example f T pie 1: Inlr ducti n f ANN . 
• The ta le el w i the de cripti n ·111 th uncti n pr id d in T pi 1. 
.. 
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Section Descriptions 
Topic Title -title of major certain main topic 
~ 
Content -contains all the subtopic provided for each topic 
- 
Learning Module -button that link to the learning module 
~ 
Topics -linking button to the main menu 
~ 
Tutorial -Iinking button to the Tutorial section 
~ 
Glossary -linking button to the Glossary section 
..._ 
Help -linking button to the Help section 
,__ 
Quit -button to exit the system 
,__ 
~ 
-previous button 
- -.. -next button - 
... 
111 
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Part 4: Tutorial 
1. The inM to D ~n§lle:•input nroron;, 2.0, it& 1oei~'1t i& 2.3 Of'ld it& bivb is. ~3. 
What ~ tiler net inplJl. ta titer tr~m~er fi..mttio"' 
0 -L:3 
0 Lti 
0 -L6 
0 .4,6 
2. Whvt i~ ttie nevron ovtpui bvDCd on (JUl'l>tion 17 
0 -1 
0 0 
0 1 
0 C6n't deterl"'Jined be-aiV!'e: the tra"'fer runctton le; not ~crcified. 
Mi.).Jt{W(1t.f££1kJIMmt111111lrlm 
• TI1is is the example of tut rial in T pie 5: elf rganizing Maps 
• ·ach topic will have nly fiv qu ti n . 
• User must elect only one c rrect an w r ecau e th an wer will be n 
immediately when the u er pick the an w r. 
• 
The table below described the important functi n n the Tut rial pa re. 
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Section Descriptions 
Contents -Contain all five Tutorial topics: Topic 
1, Topic 2, Topic 3, Topic 4. Topic 5 
0 ••• 
t~ 
i ~ •• ·~'"''""'~''" • • • ~ .. ........, .. ..,....,. x 
0 
3. What ~ the- ambiguity if the ~pfiald learning tJKPd m tht' Accurrcnt nrtwods? 
O tile HQpfield r.;," pt'rfom1 robu~ corlt.e11r-.aaar~ab1e memory ,rObl..1$t to 
(Ctm~n 1>lte.1~n,m. 
O tmt Ht:7¢icld I~ nett ttia dynamic: lt!arnmg snd thcty am 9u.i>rontacd 
w converQe 
0 IJMble t.o re.lct cc tile very r~ mput p.;,ttem. 
0 amnat mnl6c thc rwtvtt;r1' .allow ta pt!rform 1ucti D~ ~<luancr.-pr<?d1c1t1on ta I(, 
This is the cxpre sion f r th me rrect an w r Un
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4. What If' x,bDs~ on SOM "lgorithm Chart ebove 
O adjust neighbourtlood siz~ O compare the adjusted Input with 
0 select the:. l~rnlng rvle desired Input 
O adjust the updated neighbourhood 
~nltiallu network -- get input 
r. 
- ti nd tows 
update f ows 
/ 
- update neighbourhood 
I This is the expression for the correct answer. 
I Every command will have the indicates ound. 
I If lhe users want to answer more questi n they can click the next butt n and 
previous button for the previous tutorial page. 
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Part 5: Glossary 
A valtJ~ chat ir;dio7~ me tlre11 at influeri~ of the mosc act1v;,t:ed neuron (ti e cenrr.r 
-of ;>1".tiVLltiOtl) on <rrhet m1>11 n~uro11f}. The ClZIWi10on Ir; l'i~<'.J)d our nroHn(i 
tn~ c.e.nter (mv'lf:imurn vdivaticm} vnd !Jccres&C'D- tl"M: grl.:'Dicr the distvncc- to 1hi& 
•ahr•tion tuncuon 
A ma~mima11 function thm s rwuratJ u~r> ta prooucc an outPUt rf!tarinfl w 1U: 
inptJt v~lut:. LJ10u.Jlly thi~ input valuf' hi!1; cc e;.;c.eed ;; s~c1f1ed thregnGid varue rha1 
detetmlnf?j, if"" (!Utpor ro omcr ne11roni; g;1wl\1 nc 9cnetnre<1. 
A trLlining metnod uwt proceed~ through tJ'KI "P&?cified seoucrxe or inpu1$, 
· c.alt:ul.Jti"SJ Ul(! output, error ana netwMJ.: ad/u£tll'lent tor each inPIJt vector in the 
1W4'!Uetloo ~v che 111p11r~ ere Dteue11red. 
• This is the example of Glossary interface for alphabet A 
• Every alphabet for every page will have a link t certain pag s . 
User must select which page they want to go with clicking the chosen word . 
• 
• The table above is the de cription about th imp rtant function in the 
Section Descriptions 
Content - ontain ·all 25 alphabets starting from A 
to Z. 
-·1 he same dcsi in for ·v ·ry ilossary pa' . 
xii 
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• This is the example if the users want to know the meaning of Learning . 
• They selected the L alphabet and then the system wi11 bring them to L pages . 
• If the users want to go another L pages, they can click the next button and 
previous button for the previous page. 
Part 6: Help 
Jn tile: h.1torial,tl'1e VM.'r ton K'ieci to tutori.l9Jt they Wlmt to do for all 
topi~,for the example nere,the Ii.ft of tutt<1sl are listed sequcmtty. 
us t only c. n '>Cl er on 
;.., TJ1q lllpir.: ro i u~ P·l~J; '1¢1J':!l1 IJ 2.0, '" W~l'r. ft. 2.3 .,,,, 1(9 t;l;lf IJ ,,, 
Wha It N)e flt! ll'lput f(j ~e r~r~er tJJtlrt"1i11'1 
0 ·J..:; 
0 Lti 
Wrong answer 
xi 0 ·l.6 
w <.1·U¥•t:l'·tit1a •mmrn1 
• This is the interface of Help part . 
• Help will assist the u er t whit' u sing thi s stem 
• 
The tabl b l w de ri ed th imp rl int un 'li n 11 the 11 ·Ip I 1-. 
•iii 
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Section Descriptions 
----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-1 
Contents -Contains only four main topics: Main 
Menu, Tutorial, Glossary and Help itself 
-The same design for every topic Help 
page. 
• For Help, the next and previous buttons are not function because the page for 
every topic is only one page. 
• If the users want to seek for help for the Glossary part, they can click at the 
content side and the system will bring them to the selected page. 
. i 
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• This is the interface for Demo 1: Simultenous Process Between Two Neuron 
• To experience it, user can go to the blue bullet there and every time they took the 
mouse roll over, the name of that part will appear. 
• User must try one by one for every bullet. 
• User can leave the demo and go to the next page becau e the dem will 
continually playing. 
Demonstration 2: Directed Graph 
.,__--output 
t emg elem nt 
Leaming module 
• This is the interface for Demo 2: Directed raph 
• The user only can I k f r the d rn and t t relate with the pr· 1 ius 
information. 
·v 
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• User can leave the demo and go to the next page because the demo wills 
continually playing. 
Demonstration 3: Single Input Neuron Calculation 
+Please enter your mput.Fouow the numbering. 
f=hardllm 
f==purelln 
f=!aturlng line 
-1 c~ u r mutt p!cl( the l1111uc tht:V h ve bi::r:n klt:Clc(! bf.'Cwccn 
th wrtt>tral" 1 and th ·11 th VJ 1aht. 
+ 11ftcr pick tt,,: bia11, V•lllr.'h the Chan9c11 far' th!!' nt-t Input, 
+ a lea. aN ' frt1m ti U.- • main trmalcr lunc.tiorr m-,cs wata't the- 
• ~Nl.1n9¢1: af th autpJJ1 with act1v.ct10r1 hmt;1lt1n 
Learning module w1augcm-iu1.j1mrnn1111m'm 
1 
This is the interface for Demo 3: ingl Input Neur n lculation 
• 
'Or this dern user must understand th n 1 and r ad Lh instruct! n given. 
I 
When the user click on the cmo y tern will bring th mt th· d rn 
movie. 
I 
If they want to quit click quit bu non at the t p. 
p 
• At the demo mo ie ill ha e the mmand butt n cal ulat • it uft 'r u · ·r int •r th · 
input follow the num ering th must Ii .k nt thi. butt n t al ul 1t r thc 
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·calculation. 
• And then user must select the provided transfer function and get the output. 
Demonstration 4: Multiple Input Neuron Calculation 
a 1 
'. .. .. ~ ; , . 
I nstrucnons: + tmr ~ NJ1$1 rtlek th ll'lput they hove bw:n 1elca.cd bcbr1c1:m 
ti cv"'trliimt 11"1'! ttt •n ch(· w~IQtlt. 
~it('1" JJ~k t1' bib~, wmc:h tile- Cllll,,Q c: for tilt ,,rt inriut. 
~U'I a "'1r: fram t" t111·ct' m"i" trlJntif •r fonctitm 11nc v z;u11 t" • 
C'hlll"IQ~ o1 tile Outllut V11tn VdrvlJtron function 
Learning module 
, vii 
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+Please enter your input.Follow the numbering. 
f-=hzard~im 
f purelln 
f s:~aturlng line a 1 
,, . 
Instructions: + tn,~ ~ m1J~! pick t1't mput they ticvc been 1«rlce1A:d lu.."Ur11:1m 
tl'IE:. cu,,~trllim.. nrJ!1 tllcn th(- w~nc. 
+ ~fter oic~ ti'! bii1J, wmc:h the; C1111~ci for U1 nc1 invut. 
-; •4rl~ct ciiw. from trtc ttlrt: • m1'1n tran d~r functt0n llnd v1mC'I 11t- 
•. c.:hllllQ'11> of tl1c output v ittl 11divat1an function 
Learning module MJ.MiNltl!.Hfi.jlrt®tjl-- ~ ~ 
• This is the interface for Demo 4: Multiple Input Neuron alculation 
• For this demo, user must understand the notes and read th in tructi n given. 
• When the user click on the Demo button the y tern will ring them t the dern 
movie . 
• If they want to quit, click quit uu n at the top . 
• 
At the demo movie will have the command uuon calculate it, a ·r u ·r cnt •r th 
input follow the numbering they must click at thi button t cal ulate th 
calculation. 
x iii 
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• Because it's the multiple input so on that movies will have the change input 
button, to help user to try for the other input. 
• And then user must select the provided transfer function and get the output. 
I>tmonstration 5: Calculation for Activation Function for hidden nodes 
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+Please enter your input.Follow the numbenng. 
input 
P1 
G'":; .p'J. 
=I I P2 =I l PJ =I I ;p1~ 
P;41t_w>.• 1·w1,1= j I w2,1=I I W3,1=I I 
wu= I I w2,2=I I W3,1=I I :i.hl:&1 [ I h3sl W1,3=I I w2,3=I I w:;,3=1 I h2::{ J h4=1 W1,.c1= I I w2,"=I I WJ,4= I I 
• This is the interface for Demo 5: Calculation for Activation uncti n for hidden 
nodes 
• For this demo, user must understand the notes and read the instruction given. 
• When the user click on the Dem button the y tern will bring them t the dem 
movie. 
• If they want t quit click quit button at th t p. 
• At the demo movie will have th c mmand butt n cot iulate it after user 'flier the 
input follow the numbering th must click at this button t cal ulate th" 
calculation. 
. ' I' 
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• Because it's the multiple input so on that movies will have the change input 
button, to help user to try for the other input. 
• And then user must select the provided transfer function and get the utput. 
Demonstration 6: Recurrent Neuron Model 
Neuron Model Demon tartion 
output ••• 
• 1.~ i •• ••• Recurrent (context t~ycr) 
learning module 
• This is the interface for Dem 6: Recurrent N ur n M d I 
• The user only can look for the dem and try t r lat with the pr viou 
infonnat1on. 
• User can leave the demo and got the next pag b caus e th d rn will. 
continually pla ing. 
. i 
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Demonstration 7: Calculation to find Euclidean Distance 
x l = 2.1, x2 = -0.3, x3 = 3.0 
-t- the we.1ot1r ve4'.mrtJ ilte 
vi = 0.1, y2 = 2.4, y) = 0.] 
t vector 
. . . 
. ', . .. . . 
. . ..!4 CD 1 • • • ' 
. . . I -·-- . . . 
(3.0-0.])2 
= 119.7 
Euclidean Dia:tvncl' = 
learning module 
xxli 
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-+ Please enter your input. XI = D X2 = D 
Y1=D Y2=D 
X3=D X4=D 
Et.Jdidean Distance== I y3=D Y4=D 
change Input 
Learning module 
l vector 
'( t----- 
(3. 0-0. l )2 
w1.mgcnt-tffi1j1m1.i;m1111=m ~ ~ 
1 
This is the interface for Demo 7: alculation to find uclidcan is tan e 
1 
For this demo, user must understand the n tes and read the in tructi n given. 
1 
When the user click on the Demo butt n the syst m will bring them t the demo 
movie. 
1 
If they want to quit, click quit button at the t p. 
1 
At the dem movie will have the c mrnand butt n calculate it after u er nter th 
input follow the numbering th y mu t click at thi butt n t al ulat th 
calculation. 
1 
Because it's the multiple input so n that m re will have the hang" i11p11t 
button, to help user to try f r th ther input. 
• And then u er mu t el ·t U1 pre id d trans ·r un ·ti rn in ·t th • utput. 
• , 111 
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User evaluation 
The purposes-ef this survey are: 
• To access the effectiveness and the general outlook of the Interactive Learning Package for 
Artificial Neural Network. 
• To determines if this system meet the users need and expectations . 
Please kindly take a moment off to complete this survey. Your cooperation is very much appr ciat d. 
User's Detail 
Course: 
Semester: o J.. ~~~~~~~~------~ Faculty: -=-S'A..:..l_f\l..:..) _ 
.!'C.(£,NCC:, P,tO(NFOl.!.fVIAf/CS' 
l. The scope of the contents used in the package 
/·/I Very suitable 
0 Suitable 
D Unsuitable 
D Very unsuitable 
2. The effectiveness of the system (knowledge gained) after used the system. 
G2J Very effectiveness 
D Effectiveness 
D Moderate 
D T neffectiveness 
3. Level of difficulty is appropriated for the stated study level. 
D Very suitable 
\ v"\ Suitable 
D Unsuitable 
D Very unsuitable 
4. The color combination of the user interface design 
D Very suitable 
EJ Suitable 
D Unsuitable 
D Very unsuitable 
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5. The Interactive Learning Package layout design 
[! J Very interactive 
0 Interactive 
0 Unattractive 
0 Very unattractive 
6- The instruction of the demonstration 
0 Very clear 
[2J Clear 
0 Unclear 
0 Cannot follow 
7· User will be able to use the demo independently 
[2l Agree 
0 Somewhat agree 
0 Somewhat disagree 
0 Disagree 
8· Things you get from the all the demonstration 
0 Ease of use 
0 Knowledge gained 
G2J Understand better 
0 None 
lf others, please specify:------------ 
9. The r I · · d I e anon between learning modules and the demon tranon m u . 
D Very suitable 
~ Suitable 
D Unsuitable 
D Very unsuitable 
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10. General attitudes 
. 0 Frustrated 
0 Bored 
0 Interesting 
0 Indifferent 
Suggestion (s) to improve this Interactive Learning Package 
~IM:) ,,.,,1 &'kovlol ~i! f6l~ . 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Prepared by: 
Camellia Mohd Kamal 
A. Deenalatha 
WEK010026 
WEKOJOOOJ 
Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technology 
University Malaya 
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5. The Interactive Learning Package layout design 
0 Very interactive 
~Interactive 
0 Unattractive 
0 Very unattractive 
6. The instruction of the demon t rat i n 
~ V::clcar 
0 lJnclear 
0 Cannot follow 
7. User will be able to u c the demo independently 
0 Agree 
~ ornewhat agree 
0 omewhat di agre 
0 Di agree 
8· l'hing you get fr m the all th dcm n trati n 
0 ase ofu.e 
Q Kn wledg gained 
E nd rsiand b tt r 
0 Non 
9. l'h 
[2{ uita 
/ 
D , uitable 
D l nsuita I 
D 'I unsuit 11 · 
dul and th d m n trati nm dul . 
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10. General attitudes 
0 Frustrated 
~Bored 
Q Interesting 
0 J ndiff erent 
Suggestion (s) to improve this lnteractiv arning Pa kag 
---- I &[\ ()..;.. .Q_pf ~ i. .!!"YI ~(~ roo M l.l c '[:_ ! I 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Prepared by: 
Camellia Mohd Kamal 
A Deenalatha 
WEK010026 
KOJ 0001 
Faculty f mputer cienc and Inf rrnaii n T chn I gy 
niver it Malaya 
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!!!er evaluation 
The purposes of this survey are: 
' To access the effectiveness and the general outl k f the l nt era ti 't t t'n m · us ... Pnrkn~c for 
Artificial Neural Network. 
To determines if this system meet. the us er 11 d and . 1 
Please kindly take a moment off t comp I t rhi urv . ur 
~ 
Course: Art)pc.iql lfll<' W3eMe 
Semester: .:l 
Faculty: ---~-Ti-M---------- 
11 I 
I. The scope of the contents u ed in the package 
0 Very suitable 
[;/] Suitable 
0 Unsuitable 
0 Very unsuitable 
2· The effectiv ness of the system (knowledge gained) after u ed the system. 
0 Very effi ctivene s 
0 ffl riv n . s 
0 Mod rat 
0 Tn ffi ctiv n .. 
). Level of difficulty i appropriated for the stated tudy lev I. 
0 ery uitabl 
la uitabl 
0 n. uitable 
~1' D un uitabl 
. he c I r c mbinati n fth u r int rfa d I n 
D 
0 , uitahl · 
D 11 ·uit •1 I 
D 'I unsuit 111 • 
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5. The Interactive Learning Package layout design 
D Very interactive 
I/ I Interactive 
D Unattractive 
D Very unattractive 
6. The instruction of the demonstration 
D Very clear 
(ZJ Clear 
D Unclear 
D Cannot follow 
7. User will be able to use the demo independently 
(/I Agree 
D Somewhat agree 
D Somewhat disagree 
D Disagree 
8. Things you get from the all the demonstration 
D Ease of use 
!ZJ Knowledge gained 
D Under tand better 
D None 
If others, plea e pecify: ------------- 
9. The relation between learning modules and the cl mon tration m dulc. 
D Very suita le 
(ZJ uitable 
D Unsuitabl ' 
D r un: uitablc 
Un
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10. General attitudes 
D Frustrated 
D Bored 
j/ j Interesting 
D Indifferent 
Suggestion (s) to improve this Interactive Learning Packau 
Add some Qr\A mo1"d sl\1ff 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Prepared by: 
Camellia Mohd Kamal 
A Deenalatha 
WEKOI0026 
WEK010001 
Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technology 
University Ma\aya 
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User evaluation 
The purposes of this survey are: 
• To access the effectiveness and the general outlo k f th lnil'rncti''~ Lt·1trHiJ10- Package for 
Artificial Neural Network. 
To determines if this system meet the user need and 'X ' t. ti ns. • 
Please kindly take a moment offt complete this sur y. Y ur n is very much appreciated. 
User's Detail 
Course: (tr·J; Cc. 1 Cl{ 
Semester: 2 Faculty: _f=:_s_k_l,,.....,...IV1 _ 
I 11 f e I I , · c.1 (J /'I c e 
0 
1. The scope of the contents used in the package 
0 Very suitable 
[Zf Suitable 
0 Unsuitable 
0 Very unsuitable 
2. The effectiveness of the system (knowledge gained) after used the system. 
[2J Very effectiveness 
0 ff ectivencss 
0 Moderate 
0 Ineffectiveness 
3. Level of difficulty is appropriated for the stated study level. 
D Very suitable 
0 Suitable 
D Unsuitable 
D Very unsuitable 
4. The color cornbinati n of the user interface de ign 
[2f Very uitable 
0 Suitable 
0 nsuiral I· 
0 ·r unsuitabl • 
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5. The Interactive Learning Package layout design 
~ Very interactive 
D Interactive 
D Unattractive 
D Very unattractive 
6. The instruction of the demonstration 
[2t Very clear 
D Clear 
D I Jnclear 
D Cannot follow 
7. User will be able to use the demo independently 
IZI Agree 
D Somewhat agree 
D Somewhat disagree 
D Disagree 
8. Things you get from the all the demonstration 
[a Ease of use 
1ZJ Knowledge gained 
IZJ Understand better 
D None 
If others, please pecify: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~- 
9. The relation between learning module and the dem nstrati n module. 
JZf Very suitable 
0 Suitable 
D Unsuiiabl • 
D ., unsuita I· 
Un
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10. General attitudes 
D Frustrated 
D Bored 
EJ Interesting 
D Indifferent 
Suggestion (s) to improve this Interactive Learning Pa kag 
Li,,t..1111-5 from -ft,,,p (/l'Sf mudu/e /cJ sY?cc,,., cl 111 ocl~ic=- '&.lc.CYutol 6 e 
ro a.srs 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Prepared by: 
Camellia Mohd Kamal 
A Deenalatha 
WEK010026 
WEK010001 
Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technology 
University Malaya 
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User evaluation 
The purposes of this survey are: 
• To access the effectiveness and the general outlook f th lnt~nl t·i,Jl' ~:u·1.1· uo Package for 
Artificial Neural Network 
• To determines if this system meet the user no d and 'XP' t. ti ns. 
Please kindly take a moment off to cornplct thi urv y. Y ur p rnt·i~ n is ve . .' fJH h appreciated 
User's Detail 
Course: AJ" ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Semester: d.- 
FacuJty: ---,f.,._s_c_r_liJ.,...--· ------  
l. The scope of the contents used in the package 
D Very suitable 
[2( Suitable 
D Unsuitable 
D Very unsuitable 
2. The effectiveness of the system (knowledge gained) after used the ystern. 
D Very effectiveness 
0 Al ctiv ness 
D Moderate 
D Ineffectiveness 
3. Level of difficulty is appropriated for the stated study level. 
D Very suitable 
JLI Suitable 
D Unsuitable 
D Very unsuitable 
4. The color c mbination f the u er interfaced ign 
D . Very uitab\e 
[Zr , uitabl • 
D 11. uital I' 
D '1 unsuitabl 
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5. The Interactive Learning Package layout design 
D Very interactive 
~ Interactive 
D Unattractive 
D Very unattractive 
6. The instruction of the demonstration 
D Very clear 
~ 
Clear 
D Unclear 
D Cannot follow 
7. User will be able to use the demo independently 
D 
0 
D 
D 
Agree 
Somewhat agree 
Somewhat disagree 
Disagree 
8. Things you get from the all the demonstration 
12) Ease of use 
O Knowledge gained 
c=r Understand better 
D None 
If others, pl a e pecify: ------------- 
9. The relation between learning module and the demon tration module. 
D Very suitable 
IT Suitable 
D Unsuitnbl 
D 'I un: uital I· 
Un
ive
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10. General attitudes 
D Frustrated 
D Bored 
~Interesting 
D Indifferent 
Suggestion (s) to improve this Interactive Learning Packag 
/\~· 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Prepared by: 
Camellia Mohd Kamal 
A Deenalatha 
WEK010026 
WEKOlOOOI 
Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technology 
University Malaya 
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